
A northbound car struck 
two Andover students at the 
Bell Tower crosswalk on 
Main Street last Wednes-
day, February 6, around 8:00 
p.m. While neither student 
sustained any major inju-
ries, they were immediately 
brought to Lawrence Gener-
al Hospital where they were 
evaluated and released later 
that night, according to Mark 
Leonard, Director of Campus 
Safety. 

Almost exactly two years 
prior on January 30, 2017, 
another student, Madeline 
Stickley ’19, was struck by a 
car at the same crosswalk. 

According to Leonard, 
Phillips Academy Public 
Safety (PAPS) is making a 
dedicated effort towards edu-
cating students on road safe-
ty. 

“We’re making a concert-
ed effort, as we always have 
tried to do, to reemphasize 
the need to not only push the 
button, but once we push the 
button make sure you look, 
listen before you actually step 
out into the roadway. Because 
as we know, unfortunately, 
drivers are often distracted, 
and I’m not saying that was 
the case in this accident, just 
in general,” said Leonard. 

While Stickley agrees that 
the crossings on Main Street 
can be improved, she believes 
that students are taking on 
blame and stress for an issue 
that the administration is ne-
glecting to solve in a produc-
tive manner. 

In the accident two years 
ago, Stickley sustained in-
juries including significant 
traumatic brain injury, a bro-
ken femur, and broken stapes, 
which rendered her deaf in 
her right ear. 

“I think that students are 
doing all that they can, and 
stuff still happens, [but] I 
think that there needs to be 
more substantial change to 
the crosswalk to actually 
make a difference...I think 
more of the problem needs to 
be raised with drivers in the 

Andover area and possibly 
with the school with getting 
something bigger put up to 
provide for student safety,” 
said Stickley.

Following Stickley’s acci-
dent in 2017, the administra-
tion worked in tandem with 
local and state authorities to 
create a safer environment 
for students at crossings, ac-
cording to Jennifer Elliott 
’94, Assistant Head of School 
for Residential Life and Dean 
of Students. This included 
both physical and education-
al materials aimed at making 
the road safer.  

Elliott wrote in an email 
to The Phillipian, “Partner-
ing with authorities from 
the town and from the state 
(because Rt 28 is a state 
highway), school officials 
received approval to install 
a roadside speedometer to 
encourage cars to slow down 
as they approached cam-
pus from the south, installed 
brighter and more effective 
lights at the crosswalks, and 
installed flashing lights and 
buttons at the crosswalks. We 
have communicated regularly 
with community members to 
educate folks about the im-
portance of crosswalk safety.”

Sebastian Romero ’20, a 
day student from Andover, 
regularly drives on campus. 
Despite attempts to light the 
crossing, Romero mentioned 
the lack of visibility on Main 
Street. 

“The problem, definitely 
coming up that road on Main 
Street, [is] the lighting. The 
school has done a very good 
job of lighting it, but even 
then it’s sometimes very hard 
to see, ” said Romero.

While visiting colleges, 
Stickley was inspired by cam-
pus crossing safety at oth-
er schools, including foot-
bridges, tunnels underneath, 
and railway gates at railroad 
crossings. Stickley has com-
municated with Elliott about 
these ideas for how Andover 

According to the Andover 
website, Thomas Carroll, a 
member of the U.S. Depart-
ment of Education, posed the 
question, “If we didn’t have the 
schools we have today, would 
we create the schools we have 
today?” In order to answer this 
question, the Tang Institute an-
nounced the School Within a 
School program for the Spring 
term of the 2019-2020 Academ-
ic Year. 

During the School Within a 
School’s implementation, five 
Tang fellows will spend a year 
working with a group of Se-
niors to research and reflect on 
the fundamental components 
of education: “student learning, 
assessment, grading, and time,” 
according to the Andover web-
site. 

In a January 16 blog post 
on the Andover website, Head 
of School John Palfrey wrote 
of his enthusiasm for the new 
program.

“The School Within a School 
is an opportunity for faculty to 
learn and collaborate alongside 
students, trying out new ed-
ucational ideas while forging 
meaningful connections be-
tween our on-campus curric-
ulum and our local and global 
partners,” wrote Palfrey. 

Nicholas Zufelt, Instructor 
in Mathematics, Statistics, and 
Computer Science, is one of the 
Tang Fellows who will be tak-
ing part in the School Within a 
School. He explained its gener-
al structure as a project for ap-
proximately 15 to 20 students 
students and five to eight fac-
ulty members in their efforts 
to collaborate on a comprehen-
sive learning experience during 
the spring. 

“The learning will be proj-
ect-based, including leaving 
campus as needed to work 
with people outside of [Ando-
ver]. We will be spending time 
thinking extremely hard about 
the essential elements of good 
learning, only keeping from tra-
ditional education that which 
serves us well,” wrote Zufelt in 
an email to The Phillipian. 

In order to explore new pos-
sibilities for Andover education 
and experiment with uncom-
mon flexibility in scheduling, 
student participation in the 
School Within a School will be 
optional. For those who choose 
to commit to the program, 
however, full commitment is 
expected. The commitment 
ensures tremendous curricu-
lum flexibility and freedom for 
participants, and students will 
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Student Body Co-President 
Race Begins

Boys Basketball
Andover Boys Basketball Co-Cap-
tain Dallion Johnson ’20 surpasses 
1,000 career points. 

71.4% 

The 2019 Academic Year’s official 
Co-President candidates share their 
platforms for the upcoming election. 

Arts, B7

Dance Open

Dance Open 2019 showcses original 
choreography by students owf 
different skills and backgrounds in a 
variety of styles. 

ZAINA QAMAR
& SARAH WANG

A Generation Shaped by 
Competition
Emily Huang  ’21 discusses the crab 
mentality at Andover and urges 
readers to re-evaluate how they 
approach competition.

A gift of four million dol-
lars from Dr. Keith Flaherty 
’89 will allow Andover Bread 
Loaf (A.B.L.) to continue its 
mission in strengthening pub-
lic education for underprivi-
leged communities. Flaherty’s 
contribution is a major com-
ponent of Andover’s Knowl-
edge and Goodness Campaign, 
according to Richard Gorham, 
Associate Director of A.B.L. 

During his time at Ando-
ver, Flaherty found a mentor 
in Louis Bernieri, Instructor 
in English, who started A.B.L. 
in 1987 and now serves as its 
Executive Director. For Berni-
eri, his personal connection to 
Flaherty made the gift all the 
more impactful.

“Personally, one of the 
wonderful things about [An-
dover] alumni is they’ve been 
supporting this program. We 
have foundation funding, but 
we’ve gotten major funding 
from our alumni. This gift 
comes from one of my former 
students, so it has a deep per-
sonal meaning for me. That 
kind of student-teacher bond 
is really sacred, and I never 
want money or anything like 
that to get in the way, but this 
was an incredible affirmation 
for me of the program and that 
student-teacher relationship,” 
said Bernieri.

Flaherty was first inspired 
by A.B.L.’s work when he par-
ticipated in the program as an 
Andover student. He eventual-
ly reconnected with A.B.L. as 
an alumnus, seeing the oppor-
tunity to give back both to the 
program and the person who 
had shaped him years before. 

“Andover Bread Loaf was 
founded when I was in my last 
two years at Andover, and I 
went to Lawrence a handful of 
times, and witnessed the very, 
very first interactions with 
young students in Lawrence 
trying to develop this concept 

of using writing and expres-
sion as a tool for finding one’s 
voice and being able to portray 
one’s identity and hopes, aspi-
rations, and so on,” said Fla-
herty.

According to Flaherty, the 
gift will ensure that A.B.L. 
has the resources not only to 
strengthen its current oper-
ations but also to expand its 
scope.

“The fundraising that’s 

Dr. Keith Flaherty ’89
 Endows Andover Bread Loaf

 with $4 Million Gift
ZACH MOYNIHAN

Continued on A4, Column 3

STAFF REPORT

Tang Institute 
Re-Imagines Education with 
the School Within a School

Continued on A7, Column 1

Kisses, Candies, and Compliments:
 Blue Key Heads 

Spread Love for Valentine’s Day

Equipped with a list of names 
and a bag of goodies, the Blue Key 
Heads took to Paresky Commons 
on Thursday, February 14, in their 
quest to spread love for Valen-
tine’s Day. 

Throughout the past week, 
students had the option to pur-
chase ‘valentines’ for their peers, 
which were then delivered by the 
ten Blue Key Heads. Funds from 
this event were donated to the 
American Heart Association. 

Sima Shmuylovich ’21 looked 
forward to the festivities, espe-
cially because this was her first 
year participating. Blue Key Head 
kisses were cancelled last year due 
to concerns from the administra-
tion about consent, so Lowers and 

Juniors have yet to experience the 
tradition. 

Shmuylovich said, “I’m excited 
to actually see them in [Paresky] 
Commons because they didn’t 
have them last year, which was 
my [Junior] year. So I’ve never ac-
tually seen them before, but I’ve 
heard a lot. And I’m really excited 
because I got a ton for my friends 
and an extravaganza for my room-
mate.” 

To deliver the ‘valentines,’ Blue 
Key Heads approached students 
and asked if they wanted a neck-
lace, candy, sticker, compliment, 
hug, or kiss on the cheek. They 
provided a variety of options to al-
leviate some previous concerns of 
pressure and consent, according 
to Blue Key Head Tyler Murphy 
’19.

“This year we are hoping to 

advertise the Blue Key Head 
Valentines and kind of make it 
a more inclusive process so that 
you’re not just buying a kiss for 
your friends but you’re actually 
just buying some sort of love for 
them,” said Murphy.

The night before Valentine’s 
Day last year, Jennifer Elliott ’94, 
Assistant Head of School for Resi-
dential Life and Dean of Students, 
sent out a school-wide email an-
nouncing the administration’s de-
cision to stop the Blue Key Head 
tradition of giving physical kisses 
on the cheek for Valentine’s Day. 

According to Elliott, the deci-
sion was part of a faculty conver-
sation around building a culture of 

ZAINA QAMAR

Blue Key Heads Kelly McCarthy ’19, Will Ennis ’19 and Aliesha Jordan ’19 look over their list of Valentines.
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Administration Plans 
Road Safety Initiatives 

Following 
Series of Car Accidents 

at Bell Tower Crosswalk

Continued on A7, Column 1

Lou Bernieri, Instructor in English, talks to students who participate in 
the Andover Bread Loaf program.
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OVER THE PAST FEW 
months, the Yellow Vest 
movement has repeat-

edly drawn media attention with 
their violent protests against 
Emmanuel Macron, President 
of France. When a new law was 
passed in France on February 1 
mandating that food products 
had to be sold with a profit mar-
gin of over 10 percent, the Yel-
low Jackets, who have long been 
angered by increasing prices for 
everyday necessities, exploded 
alongside the French media 
about drastically more expensive 
food items like Nutella. Though 
this law may be labeled by many 
as unexplained and sporadic, 
more closely inspected, it seems 
to be based on a fundamental 
desire to help rather than harm 
independent farmers and small 
retailers. All the same, Macron 
and his government should have 
explained and persuaded the 
populace of their intentions be-
fore brashly instilling the policy.

Macron had two main reasons 
for instituting this law. First, 
farmers were being mistreated 
and forced to sell their produce 
at an extremely low rate to retail-
ers. By ensuring that all food pro-
duce has to be priced at 10 per-
cent above costs, this measure 
aimed to help said farmers by 
reasoning that the retailers will 
have more money leftover once 
they sell their goods, leading to 
a trickle-down effect. Predict-
ably, skeptics were filled with 
outrage at the policy. The chief 
executive of E. Leclerc, France’s 
largest supermarket chain, pro-
claimed the trickle-down effect 
to be “a scam.” Farmers took to 
the streets, complaining that 
they remain “at the mercy of su-
permarkets.” 

Additionally, Macron reasoned 
that eliminating predatory pric-
ing would lead to more benefits 
for smaller retailers and local 
farmers. Although the average 
citizen may still be irked about 
the rise in prices of Nutella, they 
end up better off in the long run. 
If retailers are unable to drastical-
ly lower their prices when driv-
ing out local competition so that 
they can raise them again when 
the competition is gone, they will 
be unable to monopolize the in-
dustry. Even if a jar of chocolate 
spread will now be more expen-
sive for the next few months, this 
saves money in the long term. 

However, many noted that the 
prices of vegetables, meats, and 
other produce were already well 
above the 10 percent margin. 

Then, the only real impact of this 
policy would be that major re-
tailer brands would be now free 
raise their prices without having 
to worry about competition at the 
expense of civilians. Although the 
implementation of this law had 
already been pushed back from 
late 2018 due to public backlash, 
legislators seemed determined 
enough to push through the pub-
lic dissent.

Though this new act from Ma-
cron seems baffling to many, we 
should not simply paint him and 
his administration as avaricious 
demagogues concerned only with 
protecting the wealth of the up-

per class; after all, only last week 
did he spend six hours engaged in 
a discussion with the public, dis-
cussing everything from the ex-
tension of metro lines to psychiat-
ric care. As incredulous as it may 
be, Macron may have really been 
attempting to protect French 
farmers, even if this attempt was 
half baked at best. 

Unfortunately, though, this is 
bad timing on the government’s 
part. Although according to The 
Economist, Macron’s approval 
ratings have risen by 11 percent 
from their low last December, 
they still stand at a dismal 34 per-
cent. Even if Macron’s character 

is charismatic and his left-leaning 
ideology admirable, he ought to 
persuade the populace to feel 
the same before he rolls forward 
yet another controversial policy. 
Seemingly disastrous policies 
such as this one may often times 
have sound rationale behind it; 
as students getting ready to step 
onto the global stage, it is our job 
to gain more information before 
we jump to conclusions.

Right Idea, Wrong Approach
NEIL SHEN

D.ZHU/THE PHILLIPIAN

Neil Shen is a Junior from 
Vancouver, Canada. Contact 
the author at nshen22@ando-
ver.edu.
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Corrections:
News misattributed an article. Sam Elliott wrote News in Brief.
News misattributed a photograph. Olivia Tung took the photo of Matt Bellace.
News misstated a title. Jennifer Elliott ’94 is Assistant Head of School for Residential Life and Dean of Students.
Sports misattributed a photograph. Jacob Buehler took the Indoor Track & Field photo of Sadie Cheston-Harris.
A Sports caption misspelled a name. Shahinda Bahnasy took the photo of Prem Prabhakar for sports opinion.
Sports misspelled a name. Martha Fenton runs a workout program for faculty members.
Sports misstated a name. Kareem Hill was Athlete of the Week for 2/8.
Sports misstated a hometown. Amy Chew is from San Juan Capistrano, Calif.
Sports did not attribute two spreads. Tommy Savino reported for the Andover Indoor Track & Field Coaches 

Spread, and Katie Morris reported for the Andover Indoor Track & Field Senior Spread.
Sports misstated a fact. Arnav Bhakta wrestled in his first tournament match last week.

The Phillipian regrets the errors. 
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Three weeks ago, Patrisse Cullors, co-
founder of the movement #BlackLivesMatter, 
spoke at All-School Meeting about social 
media and political activism. This past week, 
however, another one of Cullors’ hashtags has 
been blowing up on Twitter: #Free21Savage. 

The hashtag refers to rapper 21 Savage, who 
was detained by Immigration and Customs 
Enforcement (I.C.E.) for over a week on the 
charge of illegally residing in the United States. 
Although he was released on Wednesday, he 
still faces the threat of deportation, according 
to CNN. 

The immigration debate is currently a major 
point of political controversy in the United 
States, but because of its magnitude and 
complexity, it can be hard to grasp or relate 
to. Given the personal information celebrities 
share in their art and the thoughts that 
they post online, many fans feel personally 
connected to their idols. As a result, 
celebrities can often help to contextualize 
issues that might otherwise feel intangible 
or far-removed. In this case, #Free21Savage 
has helped to galvanize new groups of young 
people to feel more invested in immigration 
policies. 

Although 21 Savage’s arrest has brought 
much-needed attention to the immigration 
debate, we must also remember that thousands 
of other people that face deportation in the 
United States every year. Most people do not 
have the voice and platform that 21 Savage 
does. 

This incident has also highlighted the 
underrepresentation of black immigrants in 
public discourse about immigration. Current 
rhetoric criticizing I.C.E. focuses largely 
on the abuse of undocumented people from 
Central America and South America, despite 
the fact that undocumented black immigrants 
are disproportionately likely to be deported, 
according to an article from the Atlantic. This 
issue deserves to be discussed outside of the 
context of 21 Savage. 

And although widespread media coverage 
of 21 Savage’s deportation can make it feel as 
though he represents the detained American 
population, in reality, only a small number of 
the people who face the threat of deportation 
have supportive financial and social resources. 
Even fewer have the same kind of public 
support that 21 Savage does. 

21 Savage has put a familiar face to a 
complicated concept we might not ever 
understand. But regardless of our political 
affiliations or famous role models, it’s 
important to remember that for every 
#Free21Savage, there are thousands of 
unspoken hashtags-- thousands of anonymous 
immigrants detained in America that don’t 
have access to the power of a celebrity’s 
platform.

This editorial represents the views of The 
Phillipian vol. CXLII.

Celebrity Status
Editorial
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I LOVE HEAD OF SCHOOL  
Day (HOSD) just as much 
as anybody at Andover. It’s 

a refreshing break from the long, 
dark winter term that provides 
students with a day to regroup 
and prepare for any major as-
signments coming up in the fi-
nal weeks of the term. I love the 
countless debates and specula-
tions that come up in the days 
before HOSD is actually an-
nounced. 

However, with HOSD com-
ing in the final two weeks of 
classes this year, I think it may 
have caused more of a disrup-
tion than a break. Finals are 
right around the corner, and by 
pushing all major assignments 
back a day, combined with 
department days and E.B.I. 
Fridays, the time in between 
major assignments is signifi-
cantly shortened to the point 
of being hard to manage. Even 
if students do get a much-
needed day off, the placement 
of HOSD this late in the term 
actually increases the pressure 
instead of lessening it. 

Let me start by saying that I 
am not in favor of more class 
periods. I do not believe that 
extra class periods lead to a 
dramatic decrease in pres-
sure. However, it isn’t benefi-
cial when, with many tests and 

major assignments this week, a 
HOSD takes away a potential 
review class period or even a 
test period, causing everything 
to be shifted back one day. Stu-
dents in assessment-focused 
courses are on an especially 
tight timeline, with many hav-
ing multiple exams left in the 
term and only a few classes re-
maining to cover a significant 
amount of material. 

The problem is further ex-
acerbated by the fact that my 
Physics class is also canceled 
on Friday due to it being de-
partment day. Sure, some 
teachers have a day worked 
in for HOSD, but even for the 
teachers that do, having it this 
late in the term throws off 
the entire schedule and shifts 
material back. Adrian Lin 
’22, a friend of mine, agreed 
with me, and said it proved 
inconvenient when “teach-
ers constantly change syllabi 
irregulating regular home-
work patterns. Having a test 
review day for math class be-
ing pushed to night time at an 
inconvenient time when the 
review day was supposed to be 
on Monday.”

Furthermore, this placement 
of HOSD is not mindful of the 
two-major assignment rule. At 
Andover, regular classes meet 
for four times a week, while 
history courses meet only 
three times a week, with a red-
dot period. That means that 
there will only be around eight 
classes left in the term. With 
HOSD taking off one class pe-
riod, a history department day 
on Tuesday (2/12), and E.B.I. 
Friday taking off first period 
next week, there is certainly a 
growing shortage of class pe-
riods remaining. This loss of 
class periods crams together 
test periods and reduces re-
view time at a time for which 

students are desperate for ex-
tra time in class before finals. 
When I talked to Emily Warren 
’21 after HOSD, she said, “Hav-
ing HOSD at such a late point 
in the term really puts intense 
stress on students, completely 
shifting their mentality in 
the final stages of the win-
ter. By having it 

at such a late time, it actually 
distracts students more than 
in years past and forces them 
to reorient themselves before 
the end of the term.”

I’ll be the first to admit that 
there are not many more ex-

citing times in one’s Andover 
experience than when they’re 
crammed inside Paresky Com-
mons, waiting for John Pal-
frey to walk in and raise the 
glorified squash racket; there 
is nothing better than feeling 
the hype slowly build up as 
people create all sorts of crazy 
conspiracy theories about why 
HOSD might be on this day 
and not on that one (I’m guilty 
of making some myself ). I can 
even see why headmaster Pal-
frey pushed back HOSD this 
year, as it has been a relatively 
warm winter with little snow 
so kids did not need an emer-
gency break from the freezing 
temperatures that typically 
terrorize the greater Boston 
Area around this time. 

This year’s winter term defi-
nitely hasn’t worn on me or the 
people around me as much, 
and the school has seemed to 
be overall less worn out than 
in years past. Still, some of 
the help that HOSD was origi-
nally intended to provide is 
lost when it is placed in pen-
ultimate week. In the end, 
perhaps the beauty of HOSD 
is that it is meant to be unpre-
dictable. The entirety of the 
school is certainly better off 
with HOSD, and in the end, 
no matter if it’s placed before 
midterms, with long week-
end, or even in ultimate week, 
HOSD is a part of Andover that 
students will forever be fond 
of— although I can’t help feel 
that Monday just wasn’t the 
time I and many others were 
hoping for. 

JONATHAN FU

WHEN IT CAME     
time for the kids to 
build a new toy at 

the annual Kaleidoscope pro-
gram held at the Pike School, 
the four-year-olds and five-
year-olds spun into action, 
pushing each other out of the 
away and hoarding certain ma-
terials all in an effort to cre-
ate the best trinket. Some even 
sobbed just out of grief when 
they couldn’t get what they 
wanted. Shocked by the ag-
gression these kids were dis-
playing towards one another 
over a cup of paint or a pair of 
scissors, I told them, “It’s not 
a competition! We’re just here 
to have fun!” At those words, 
some kids frowned and turned 
away, refusing to listen, while 
others stared at me blankly. 
Barely having started elemen-
tary school, the word “competi-
tion,” not yet even in their vo-
cabulary, these children were 
already displaying an aggres-
sively competitive edge. Not 
only is the competitive instinct 
manifesting earlier and ear-
lier, but the standards children 
are setting for themselves are 
reaching new heights.

 I’ve seen all different 
forms of competition flare up 
throughout my life. Growing up 
in an Asian household grilled 
into me the importance of be-
ing at the top. Because I was an 
only child, I never competed to 
get my parents’ attention. Yet, 
the idea of competition still 

shaped my formative years. I 
was thrown into math, piano, 
and art competitions, and I 
constructed a mindset in which 
making a mistake was not an 
option.  

Throughout my elemen-
tary and middle school years, 
I remained a top student, 
and when this be-

came my status quo, the pres-
sure to “beat” out other stu-
dents increased yet again. I was 
plagued by the problem that 
many Andover students suffer 
from: I was accustomed to be-
ing on top. The excitement I 
felt upon arriving at Andover 

was quickly replaced by anxi-
ety. Everywhere, I could feel 
the crab mentality arise. The 
crab mentality, or “crabs in a 
bucket,” refers to the way crabs 
behave when they are trapped 
in a bucket. An easy escape for 

a single crab is heavily hin-
dered by the group, leading to 
the failure of the entire group 
to crawl out of the bucket. The 
mentality is often summarized 
as “If I can’t have it, then nei-
ther can you.” The pressure 
to be the best has become so 

great that many students have 
become afraid to take risks. A 
simple poetry assignment with 
instructions just a bit too vague 
left my class floundering and 
firing clarification questions at 
our instructor. Despite the as-
signment being purposely am-

biguous so as to allow us to 
explore, 

my classmates’ questions were 
all of the same flavor wanting 
to explicitly know what the 
instructor expected from us. 
“What are you looking for in it? 
How many lines should it be? 
Does it need to rhyme? Can you 
read it over before I turn it in 

to see if it’s okay?” The stress 
my class felt was tangible, and 
as the inquiries continued to 
arrive and become more des-
perate, I realized the reason 
behind our wanting a concrete 
guideline to follow. For one, it 
was because we were afraid to 
fail, and for us, falling short 
of perfection had shaped our 
definition of failure. It was also 
because each of us held a sub-
conscious desire to outperform 
the rest. Each student strived 
to present the best poem, best 
not by their own judgment, but 
by the only judgment that mat-
tered—our instructor’s.

Of course, there is no way 
to rid competition from the 
world; it is a vital part of evo-
lution and a fundamental part 
of human nature. However, we 
must find a distinction between 
healthy and destructive compe-
tition and alleviate the result-
ing built-up pressure. Instead 
of stepping on one another as 
we all scramble to reach the 
top, finding a method of coop-
eration and offering one an-
other footholds would allow us 
to achieve a win-win situation. 
To counter excessive competi-
tion, high schools should work 
to broaden their sights instead 
of fixing the spotlight on the 
“elite” students, such as avoid-
ing posting students’ class rank 
on transcripts, the act of which 
can heavily discourage students 
and make them feel bitter. How-
ever, as students, if we want to 
see a change in our lifestyles, 
the responsibility of changing 
our mindset to a less toxic one 
lies on our shoulders as well. 
At the end of the day, we’re all 
just a bunch of little people try-
ing to live our best lives, and we 
can do that without dragging 
one another down.

What the Squash Racket Overlooked

Emily Huang is a new Low-
er from Andover, Mass. Con-
tact the author at ehuang21@
andover.edu.

EMILY HUANG

A Generation Shaped by Competition
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Jonathan Fu is a two-year 
Lower from Short Hills, N.J. 
Contact the author at jfu21@
andover.edu. 
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Even if students 
do get a much-

needed day off, the 
placement of HOSD 
this late in the term 

actually increases the 
pressure instead of 

lessening it. 
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“Be Open to Radically Different 
Points of View”: 

Nathan Robinson Explains the Merits 
of Democratic Socialism

With the rise of self-described 
democratic socialist politicians 
like Senator Bernie Sanders and 
Congresswoman Alexandria 
Ocasio-Cortez, the Democratic 
Party has seen an unprecedent-
ed leftward shift in recent years. 
Nathan Robinson, founder and 
Editor-in-Chief of “Current Af-
fairs” Magazine and Ph.D. can-
didate in Sociology and Social 
Policy at Harvard University, ad-
dressed the significance of this 
political realignment in his talk 
“Democratic Socialism and the 
Future of American Politics.”

The presentation, which 
took place on Monday, Febru-
ary 11 in Kemper Auditorium, 
was sponsored by the Oliver 
Wendell Holmes Library. In his 
talk, Robinson considered the 
growing schism between liberals 
and democratic socialists on the 
American left. For Robinson, the 
centrist ideologies of liberals will 
not suffice if Americans want to 
tackle the nation’s most pressing 
issues. 

“I think that the liberalism 
of [Hillary] Clinton, [former 
Senator and Secretary of State], 
and [former President Barack] 
Obama has proved itself inade-
quate to deal with some of our 
most important human chal-
lenges. I don’t think it appreci-
ates how people are exploited at 
work. I don’t think it has good 
solutions for how to fix the De-
troit schools. I don’t think it can 
take the radical action necessary 
on climate change,” said Robin-
son during the talk.

Robinson continued, “I’m not 
advocating a fixed set of policies, 
but I am explaining why young 
people have been so eager to 
embrace democratic socialism, 
not because they have nostalgia 
for the Soviet Union but because 
they see that those who call 
themselves capitalists, regard-
less of how you define that term 
specifically, simply don’t have 
answers to some of the import-
ant questions.”

After reading “Current Af-
fairs,” Derek Curtis, Program-
ming and Digital Content Pro-
ducer and Adjunct Instructor in 
Philosophy and Religious Stud-
ies, decided to invite Robinson 
to campus. Curtis, a democratic 
socialist, spoke about his frustra-
tion when confronting the prob-
lems in American society.

“I speak as a democratic so-
cialist, [and] the big thing that 
resonates for me is the level of 
deep dissatisfaction with the 
current state of affairs both in 
the United States and in many 
other countries. Given the vast 
amount of wealth that we have 
and that we’re capable of using 
to better a broad array of pub-
lic services and public goods for 
more people, the fact that we 
don’t do it I think is really damn-
ing,” said Curtis. 

Matthew Cline ’19, President 
of Phillips Academy Democrats, 
noted how far-left political opin-
ions like Robinson’s are a rarity 
on both the Andover campus 
and in mainstream media. Cline 
explained that this drew him to 
the event in the hopes of being 
exposed to an alternate point of 
view.

“It’s the liberals that more 
so identify with centrism and 
being a moderate, that I think 
have a lot of the real estate on 
the national stage and in national 
news. Nathan Robinson is a real-
ly proud far-left liberal, which is 
a voice I don’t think gets heard a 
lot and I don’t think is heard as 
often as you would expect on this 
campus,” said Cline.

Cline mentioned Robinson’s 
point about the difficulties of 
unified thinking in politics, an 
opinion that Cline feels is un-
derrepresented in the current 
political climate. According to 
Cline, Robinson has an optimis-
tic outlook and understands that 
collaboration is crucial to con-
solidation.

“Robinson is very open to say: 
‘I don’t know all the answers, 
and I don’t necessarily know 
the exact policy solution to this 
one conversation, but what I do 
know is that there’s a problem 
with things as they are now and 
that if we together just put our 
heads to it, we can think of new 
solutions that are better reflec-
tive of values that we should 
aspire to as a country,’ which I 
think was a tone of political voice 
that isn’t heard often enough,” 
said Cline.

While Clara Tu ’21 under-
stood Robinson’s philosophical 
ideology, she questioned the 
mechanics of putting them into 
practice. Overall, Tu was skepti-
cal of what she felt to be a utopi-
an yet impractical ideology.

Tu said, “As I was listening 
to tonight’s presentation, the 
philosophy of wanting to under-
stand the oppressed and how 
everyone deserves an education 

like [Andover] and how we all 
have this moral instinct, really 
stood out to me. However, as he 
was explaining these ideas, what 
kept popping up in my mind was 
that although these sound great, 
they’re very utopian… the ques-
tion that was always at the fore-
front of my brain was, ‘How?’”

Ryan Owyang ’19 echoed Tu’s 
sentiment, expanding on how he 
felt Robinson did not make pro-
ductive claims about democratic 
socialism and instead expound-
ed on the more broad, theoreti-
cal aspects of it.

“[Robinson] didn’t take any 
policy positions. He made broad 
ideological claims that can’t real-
ly be refuted like we should help 
people who are in need. He more 
explained the socialist impulse 
rather than what I think is the 
more refuted element of social-
ism which is how do you mani-
fest it in policy, and I was disap-
pointed that I didn’t hear more 
about that,” said Owyang.

Though Philip Matteini ’19 
disagreed with some of Robin-
son’s political views, he appreci-
ated the opportunity to expand 
his outlook on the future of lib-
eral politics in America by listen-
ing to an optimistic view of often 
negative political discourse.

“I think democratic social-
ism is a really interesting phe-
nomenon that’s very relevant in 
today’s politics, so beforehand, I 
had read some of his tweets and 
also some of his work on Current 
Affairs. And although I didn’t 
agree with probably 99 percent 
of it, I could tell this was some-
one who really understands pol-
itics and someone who is really 
trying to be a positive voice in 
today’s American political dis-
course,” said Matteini. 

Pointing to the issues that 
Americans now face, Robin-
son emphasized the necessity 
in modern politics free oneself 
of the types of ideological con-
straints that inhibit progress. 

“You live in a very important 
and interesting time to be young 
because there are so many im-
pending problems that it’s going 
to depend on our generation to 
solve, and those problems are 
going to require incredibly cre-
ative and bold thinking. So you 
shouldn’t be constrained by ex-
isting consensus. You shouldn’t 
be constrained by what has 
been done before. You shouldn’t 
be afraid to challenge people 
around you, to make people 
around you uncomfortable in a 
certain way,” said Robinson.

SOPHIA LEE
& ZACH MOYNIHAN

Head of School Day 2019: 
Palfrey Carries on 28-Year Tradition

In February 1991, an over-
flow of students in the former 
Isham Health Center prompted 
Headmaster Donald McNemar 
to cancel classes for a day of 
rest and recovery. Thus began 
the annual tradition of Head of 
School Day (HOSD), in which 
members of the Andover com-
munity are granted the “gift 
of time” for one day of Winter 
Term. 

This year, HOSD fell on 
Monday, February 11, the first 
time Head of School John Pal-
frey has ever announced it on 
Sunday night. 

“One thing I know about 
Head of School Day is it’s inev-
itable that it will disrupt some-
thing in terms of what people 

have planned, which I regret 
of course, so I try to move it 
around some...This was the first 
time doing it on a Sunday night, 
but if you do it on a Tuesday or 
a Thursday, that disrupts the 
ensemble rehearsals that are 
usually in the evening. If it were 
a Wednesday, obviously there 
would be sports,” said Palfrey.

In 1994, when Barbara Chase 
succeeded McNemar as Head 
of School, she added a personal 
touch to the tradition by raising 
a field hockey stick to signify the 
announcement. Head of School 
John Palfrey then changed the 
implement to a squash racquet 
for his first Head of School Day 
in 2013 and has been raising it 
ever since.

“I think, certainly, I adopted 
the sport that is the one I love, 
and so using a squash racquet 
is my own symbol of it. There 

ware wonderful things about 
Andover tradition that ought to 
stay the same. I think in many 
respects when I came here, I 
just felt the school was in great 
shape, and I wanted to keep it 
going. And so I think it’s basi-
cally the same as it’s been,” said 
Palfrey.

While Palfrey has kept much 
of the tradition intact, he has 
become especially known for 
using social media to hype up 
the announcement. Palfrey 
views this buildup as a way to 
brighten up the more gloomy 
days of Winter Term.

“I do think with social me-
dia, it’s an opportunity just to 
communicate with kids at a 
time where there is, in the mid-
dle of the winter, when we are 
at our coldest and sometimes 
our dreariest, and so I figure 
it’s a way to spread good cheer,” 

said Palfrey.
Palfrey continued, “I try to 

balance on one hand building 
up anticipation because the an-
ticipation is often what is more 
fun than the actual thing in life, 
with not trying to be too much 
teasing… There’s a balance 
there obviously that needs to be 
struck, and I enjoy the banter 
back and forth.”

Rafael Kelman, Instructor in 
Art, values the HOSD tradition 
not only for the chance to rest 
but also for its fun sense of com-
munity, as seen in the obsession 
among students and faculty 
alike with making predictions.

“I think, across the board, a 
day off is a day off, and I think 
teachers enjoy that as much as 
students even if it means a lit-
tle bit more work during that 
day off. I think it’s fun. I think 
there’s something kind of goofy 
about [it]. I think it is fun how 
people try to game it and fig-
ure it out and the remarkable 
degree of accuracy that people 
manage to achieve in their pre-
dictions,” said Kelman.

Ellen Greenberg, Instructor 
in Mathematics, Statistics, & 
Computer Science, described 
how members of her depart-
ment try to predict HOSD on 
their calendars, including her-
self. Greenberg’s prediction 
came within one day of HOSD 
this year.

“I think we all like to make a 
prediction maybe on our syllabi 
or on our calendar about when 
[HOSD] might happen, and as 
we get closer to when we think 
it might happen, definitely peo-
ple are putting their ideas out 
there, so there’s discussion in 
the [Math] Department… I was 
a day off this year. I picked the 
Tuesday this week and missed 
it by a day, so it’s a fine science 
predicting what day it might 
be,” said Greenberg. 

Beyond the anticipation and 

predictions, Palfrey noted that 
he also enjoys the announce-
ment itself. For Palfrey, each 
phase of HOSD plays an import-
ant role in the annual tradition.

“I love the whole thing, for 
sure, for sure. I mean obviously 
the moment when you go into 
Paresky Commons and the stu-
dents are there and they’re ex-
cited and I get to raise the rac-
quet, of course, that’s the best 
part in an immediate moment, 
but I do think the anticipation 
actually is an important part of 
it because I think people enjoy 
just thinking of it,” said Palfrey.

Myra Bhathena ’22 chose to 
spend her HOSD by being with 
family and getting some extra 
sleep. Bhathena also considered 
the tradition and its history 
more broadly.   

“It was really fun. I really 
appreciate the gift of time be-
cause I got to spend time with 
my sister and catch up on a lot 
of sleep… I think it’s really fas-
cinating. The whole Sunday 
with the dinner and Mr. Palfrey 
walking through, it was really 
exciting, and I think it’s just re-
ally great to have that history of 
Head of School Day,” said Bha-
thena.

Jake Jordan ’20 sees the 
tradition as a force of unity for 
the Andover community, some-
thing that everyone can both 
anticipate and cherish together. 

“I think it’s a really cool tra-
dition, the reason being it’s kind 
of just a surprise that everyone 
looks forward to. It’s something 
that brings the school togeth-
er, and everyone kind of hopes 
it’s on one day given how much 
work they have, so that antic-
ipation is really special in my 
opinion. It can be deceiving 
sometimes and not satisfying 
when it doesn’t happen, but 
when it does happen, there’s 
nothing better,” said Jordan.

ZACH MOYNIHAN

On Sunday, Head of School John Palfrey raised the racket for the seventh time during his tenure as Head of School. 
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Alumni Gift Helps 
Andover Bread Loaf 

Support Education in
Underpriviledged 

Communities

been able to be done each year 
has allowed the program to 
establish its Lawrence base 
and create early pilot endeav-
ors in next wave sites, but ba-
sically, further growth is going 
to be really challenging with-
out more financial support, so 
that’s where this gift comes 
in,” said Flaherty. 

Flaherty continued, “My 
hope is that basically by un-
derwriting the program in its 
current form, that means that 
the exact amount of money 
that has currently been raised 
annually and I hope will con-
tinue to be raised annually 
from many different Ando-
ver constituents… can now 
be used to grow the program 
further, either by strength-
ening the new sites that have 
already had a footprint estab-
lished or piloting in another 
wave beyond the current sites 
that have already begun to be 
established.”

Beyond the financial sup-
port, Gorham sees the gift as 
a recognition of the work that 
A.B.L. has done for over 30 
years. 

“What this donation will 
do is allow us to have an en-
dowment, and an endowment 
gives you confidence that the 
bills will be paid every year 
and you’re not scrambling to 
raise enough money to pay for 
this year. You know this year 
is going to be paid for, and you 
can go raise money for special 
projects, so it’s going to give 
us a degree of flexibility that 
we’ve never had,” said Gor-
ham. 

Gorham also believes that 
the endowment from Flaherty 
will also provide A.B.L. with 
financial stability in its com-
ing years. 

“We’ve always been plan-
ning for the long term, but 
now we can plan with confi-
dence and with financial se-
curity. So it’s got some very 
real, tangible effects, and it’s 
also just a deep and incredible 
honor to think that somebody 
thinks enough of the work 
that we’ve been doing to put 

this kind of money behind it,” 
continued Gorham.

According to Jineyda Tapia, 
Instructor in English and As-
sociate Director of A.B.L., the 
program impacts anywhere 
from 1200 to 5000 students 
each year. The defining aspect 
of A.B.L. for Tapia is the free-
dom that the students have to 
express themselves in their 
work. 

“We don’t teach writing, 
per se. We don’t correct gram-
matical errors. They can write 
in their own home language. 
They can insert artwork to 
their writing. It’s the freedom 
that allows kids to experi-
ment with I think one of the 
truest selves, and once they 
see themselves within that 
written work, how their expe-
riences matter in this world. 
That really sets the program 
apart, I think, from other en-
gagement programs that I’ve 
seen in the past,” said Tapia. 

Anna Lopez ’19 discov-
ered their love of poetry and 
writing when they attended 
A.B.L. workshops in middle 
school. At Andover, Lopez has 
worked for A.B.L. as a writing 
leader, valuing their students’ 
awareness of their identities. 

“Now, there’s a lot more 
talk about race than when I 
was in middle school… It’s just 
great seeing that they’re doing 
alright and are talking about 
these issues at an earlier age 
and being able to acknowledge 
it when I had no idea. I just 
know that the future is going 
to be brighter with them,” said 
Lopez. 

According to Tapia, Fla-
herty was first inspired to 
advance the program when 
he visited A.B.L. one summer 
and had the opportunity to see 
their work in action.

“I think [Flaherty] just fell 
in love again. I remember him 
that summer just being so ex-
cited, and for him to be so gen-
erous and give us that peace of 
mind, that sustainability, that 
assurance that the program 
will go on way beyond us to 
keep making the impact that 
it’s been making, is just gold,” 
said Tapia. 

Continued  from A1, Column 3
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NEWS IN BRIEF

This Week:
•	 In	preparation	for	Valentine’s	Day	on	Thurs-

day,	February	14,	the	Campus Closet was open 
on	Friday,	February	8	on	the	lower	level	of	
George	Washington	Hall.	The	Valentine’s	Day-
themed	popup	mixed	Andover	apparel	with	
Valentines	packages.	On	Friday,	the	Student	
Activities	Board	hosted	Do It Yourself Valen-
tines	in	Susie’s	at	8:30	p.m.

•	 On	Friday,	February	8,	Catholic	Student	
Fellowship	and	Baking	Club	hosted	a	cookie             
decorating party in	Newton-Hinman	House.	
The	event	lasted	from	6:30	p.m.	to	8:00	p.m.

•	 Abbot Grant proposals	opened	on	Friday,	

February	8.	Sponsored	by	the	Abbot	Academy	
Fund,	Abbot	Grants	range	from	a	few	hundred	
dollars	to	thousands	of	dollars	to	support	en-
deavors	of	members	of	the	Andover	communi-
ty.	Submissions	end	on	Monday,	April	22.

•	 Alex Mitchell ’22	won	the	All-School Finals 
of the annual GeorgaBee contest on	Thurs-
day,	February	14,	winning	a	100	dollar	gift	card.	
The	second	place	winner	received	a	50	dollar	
gift	card,	and	the	third	place	winner	won	a	25	
dollar	gift	card.	The	competitors	in	the	finals	
were	the	winners	of	their	respective	dorm	and	
cluster	contests,	which	were	announced	on	
February	4	and	February	6,	respectively.	

Looking  Ahead:
•	 On	Friday,	February	15,	Black Arts Month 

Keynote Speaker Darnell Moore	will	present	
at	6:00	p.m.	in	Kemper	Auditorium.	In	addi-
tion	to	being	a	prolific	writer,	Moore	is	the	
U.S.	Head	of	Strategy	and	Programs	for	Break-
through	TV,	which	constitutes	focusing	on	
advocating	for	marginalized	identities,	youth	
development,	and	other	social	justice	issues	in	
the	U.S.	and	abroad.	The	event	is	sponsored	by	
Af-Lat-Am	and	the	Office	of	Community	and	
Multicultural	Development	and	funded	by	the	
John	H.	Hosch	III	Memorial	Fund.	

REPORTING BY HANNAH JUSTICZ
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Established	 by	 the	 Unit-
ed	 Nations,	 World	 Interfaith	
Harmony	Week	serves	 to	pro-
mote	 harmony	 and	 tolerance	
between	 different	 religions,	
faiths,	 and	 beliefs,	 according	
to	 an	 email	 sent	 by	 Jennifer	
Elliott	 ’94,	 Assistant	 Head	 of	
School	for	Residential	Life	and	
Dean	 of	 Students.	 Celebrated	
in	 the	 first	 week	 of	 February,	
World	 Interfaith	 Harmony	
Week	 encourages	 the	 com-
monality	 of	 “Love	 of	 God	 or	
Love	of	the	Good,	and	Love	of	
the	Neighbor,”	according	to	El-
liott’s	email.	

At	 Andover,	 the	 week	 was	
celebrated	 with	 an	 Interfaith	
Harmony	 Cake	 at	 Paresky	
Commons	 on	 Wednesday,	 a	
cookie	 baking	 and	 decorating	
party	 hosted	 by	 the	 Catholic	
Student	 Fellowship	 (C.S.F.)	
and	 Baking	 Club,	 and	 a	 gath-
ering	 of	 the	 weekly	 interfaith	
prayer	 blanket	 knitting	 proj-
ect.	

“Part	 of	 [World	 Interfaith	
Harmony	Week]	is	just	aware-
ness	 raising,	 to	 this	 campus	
and	 this	 community	 knows	
that	the	United	Nations	thinks	
this	 is	 important	 work.	 To	
me,	 that	 is	 humbling,	 that	 the	
United	 Nations	 is	 saying	 that	
we	 need	 to	 be	 going	 across	
divisions	 whether	 it’s	 faith	
or	 goodwill…	 this	 isn’t	 just	 a	
Catholic	 thing	 or	 a	 [Andover]	
thing,	 it’s	 a	 United	 Nations	
thing,”	 said	Mary	 Kantor,	 Ro-
man	Catholic	Chaplain.	

Melanie	Garcia	 ’22,	a	mem-
ber	of	CSF,	believes	that	World	
Interfaith	 Harmony	 Week	 fo-
cused	on	promoting	unity	and	
respect	 between	 all	 different	

peoples.	
Garcia	said,	“I	think	[World	

Interfaith	 Harmony	 Week]	 is	
important	because	we	need	to	
learn	to	respect	that	we	all	be-
lieve	 in	 something	 bigger	 and	
that	might	manifest	in	a	differ-
ent	 way	 for	 each	 person.	 The	
reason	why	religions	think	this	
is	to	seek	something	more	than	
yourself	 and	 to	 have	meaning	
in	your	 life.	I	 think	we	should	
be	respecting	that	in	each	oth-
er	and	acknowledging	that	re-
ligion	is	a	fundamentally	good	
thing.”

According	to	Kantor,	World	
Interfaith	 Harmony	 Week	 at	
Andover	 was	 prompted	 by	 an	
anniversary	 within	 the	 global	
Catholic	 Church.	 Encouraged	
by	 the	 Catholic	 community,	
other	 faith	 and	 belief	 groups	
have	been	a	part	of	the	week	in	
the	past,	including	the	Muslim	
Student	Union	and	the	Jewish	
Student	Union.	

“In	 2015,	 the	 Catholic	
Church	 worldwide	 was	 cel-
ebrating	 the	 fiftieth	 anniver-
sary	 of	 one	 of	 its	 core	 docu-
ments	that	was	on	the	Catholic	
Church	and	other	religion.	The	
document	 was	 about	 being	 in	
dialogue	 with	 other	 religions	
and	 recognizing	 other	 truths	
in	 the	 world	 and	 working	 to-
gether	 with	 other	 people	 of	
good	 will	 and	 of	 other	 faiths.	
Since	 the	 Catholic	 Church,	
worldwide,	 was	 celebrating	
and	 recognizing	 that	 docu-
ment,	the	Catholic	community	
on	 this	 campus	 then	 decided	
to	 do	 something	 to	mark	 that	
document	and	also	to	use	that	
as	a	way	 to	kick	off	 the	 Inter-
faith	 Week	 on	 this	 campus,”	
said	Kantor.	

Despite	 the	 existing	 secu-
larity	 on	 campus,	 a	 majority	
of	 the	world	 believes	 in	 some	

form	 of	 belief,	 according	 to	
Kantor.	 Kantor	 emphasized	
that	 Andover	 should	 promote	
discussion	 and	 awareness	 for	
religion	as	well.	

“[Interfaith	Week]	 open	up	
spaces	to	have	conversations…	
I	 think	 the	 school	 is	 so	 inten-
tional	 about	 diversity	 and	 eq-
uity	and	inclusion,	for	religion	
too,	there	needs	to	be	those	de-
liberate	spaces	as	well.	Wheth-
er	 its	programs	or	speakers	or	
social	 events	 just	 to	 say	 that	
we’re	all	have	different	beliefs	
or	are	people	of	good	will,	let’s	
just	 do	 some	 good	 together,”	
said	Kantor.	

According	 to	 Melinda	
Zhang	 ’21,	 a	board	member	of	
Baking	Club,	the	collaboration	
between	C.S.F.	and	the	Baking	
Club	was	a	 success	and	elicit-
ed	enjoyment	within	the	atten-
dants.	

“Our	goal	is	to	work	togeth-
er	 in	 different	 communities	
and	 foster	 community	 values	
and	 have	 lots	 of	 people	 come	
in	 and	 just	 have	 fun	 making	
cookies,”	said	Zhang.	

On	 Wednesday,	 February	
6,	 C.S.F.	 held	 a	 fundraiser	 for	
local	 food	 banks	 in	 the	 Mer-
rimack	 River	 Valley.	 Corre-
sponding	 with	 “Love	 Your	
Neighbor,”	 C.S.F.	 encouraged	
students	 to	 donate	 and	 help	
provide	 food	 for	 nearby	 com-
munities.	

“Things	 like	 charity	 are	 is-
sues	 that	 often	 concern	many	
religions.	 It’s	 something	 that	
everyone	 cares	 about.	 It’s	
an	 act	 of	 kindness,	 which	 is	
something	 that	 religions	 tend	
to	 revolve	 around,”	 said	 Gar-
cia,	who	assisted	 in	 collecting	
donations.	

According	 to	Emma	Brown	
’19,	Co-President	of	C.S.F.,	 the	
interfaith	 blanket	 project	 is	 a	

means	 to	 collaborate	 and	 aid	
communities	 that	 are	 facing	
difficulties.	 Since	 last	 year,	
the	 C.S.F.	 has	 made	 blankets	
out	of	knitted	squares	and	giv-
en	 them	 to	Welcome	 Blanket,	
an	 organization	 which	 sends	
homemade	 blankets	 to	 wel-
come	immigrants,	and	to	a	 lo-
cal	cancer	ward.	

“Something	 that	 is	 a	 con-
stant	 thread	 throughout	 all	
faiths	 is	 this	 idea	 of	 prayer	
and	 community.	 To	 be	 able	
to	 make	 a	 prayer	 blanket,	 as	

you’re	 knitting	 or	 crocheting	
or	whatever	 it	 is	 you’re	 doing	
with	 your	 hands,	 you’re	 set-
ting	 your	 intentions	with	 that	
and	with	all	the	people	you	are	
working	 together	 with,	 with	
each	kind	of	square	being	indi-
vidual	and	coming	together	to	
form	a	greater	thing	and	again,	
wrapping	you	 in	 almost	 a	hug	
of	well-wishes.	To	me,	that	is	a	
really	 beautiful	way	 of	 prayer	
taking	 physical	 form	 in	 the	
world,”	said	Brown.	

LAURA OSPINA

The interfaith blanket project is an initiative aimed to aid struggling com-
munities.

M.ZHANG/THE	PHILLIPIAN

Andover Celebrates World Interfaith Harmony Week
 Started by the United Nations

Blue Key Heads 
Reintroduce Valentine’s Day Festivities

respect,	consent,	and	inclusion.	
“In	 particular,	 we	 have	 come	

to	 learn	 that	 there	 are	 members	
of	 our	 community	 who	 have	 in	
the	past	felt	triggered	by	this	tra-
dition--the	 ways	 in	 which	 older	
students	approach	other	students,	
the	physical	act	of	kissing,	or	the	
visible	 mark	 of	 these	 kisses.	 As	
well,	 community	 members	 have	
raised	concern	because	some	stu-
dents	 feel	 left	 out	 and	 sad	when	
other	students	receive	many	kiss-
es	while	they	receive	few	or	none,”	
wrote	Elliott	in	the	campus-wide	
email	last	year.

This	year,	the	Blue	Key	Heads	
met	with	Elliott	and	Rajesh	Mun-
dra,	 Associate	 Dean	 of	 Students	
and	 Residential	 Life,	 in	 the	 fall	
to	 go	 over	 any	 community	 hesi-
tations	 regarding	Blue	Key	Head	
kisses	 and	 to	propose	 their	 ideas	
for	a	comeback.	

Blue	 Key	Head	 Kelly	McCar-
thy	’19	said	that	they	needed	to	be	
proactive	in	order	to	bring	the	val-
entine	celebration	back.

“We	held	a	panel	at	the	begin-
ning	of	the	winter	term	to	present	
our	 additions	 to	 the	 [Blue	 Key	
Head]	 Valentine’s	 tradition.	 The	
forum	was	open	to	all	communi-
ty	members.	It	was	held	before	a	
faculty	meeting	on	a	Monday	eve-
ning	and	we	were	able	to	answer	

any	questions	that	arose.	Since	we	
were	 able	 to	 facilitate	 this	 open	
dialogue	between	faculty	and	stu-
dents,	 it	 seemed	 that	 the	 valen-
tines	would	be	making	a	return,”	
said	McCarthy.

Murphy	 said	 that	 the	 Blue	
Key	Heads	hoped	to	broaden	the	
scope	of	the	annual	celebration	by	
focusing	on	other	gifts	in	addition	
to	kisses.

“When	 we’re	 approaching	
people,	we’re	going	to	be	asking	if	
they	want	a	necklace	or	a	candy	or	
a	sticker	or	a	kiss	and	not	just	a	kiss	
and	 so	 there’s	 kind	 of	 more	 op-
tions	for	everyone	to	choose	from	
this	year,”	said	Murphy.

Blue	Key	Head	Zenia	Bhathe-
na	 ’19	added	onto	Murphy’s	 sen-
timents.	

“There’s	 a	 lot	 more	 options	
so	that	people	don’t	have	to	say	a	
no...Do	 you	want	 a	 kiss,	 a	 candy,	
a	 compliment,	 a	 sticker,	 a	 bead,	
a	hug?	And	so	they	can	have	that	
opportunity	to	say	‘I	want	a	com-
pliment.	I	want	a	sticker’	 instead	
of	a	no.	Kisses	are	not	the	default,”	
said	Bhathena.	

Upon	purchase,	the	valentines	
were	divided	into	categories.	The	
first	 kind	 was	 the	 standard	 in	
which	 the	 recipient	 had	 the	 op-
portunity	to	choose	a	gift	from	the	
Blue	Key	Head.	The	second	kind	
was	called	an	“extravaganza.”	Ex-
travaganzas	 involved	extra	atten-
tion	from	a	Blue	Key	Head.	

“My	 favorite	 thing	 about	 the	

personalized	extravaganzas	is	that	
it’s	supposed	to	be	very	funny	and	
out	of	the	ordinary.	It	makes	each	
Blue	Key	Head	 [have]	 their	 own	
twist	on	Valentine’s	Day	and	helps	
us	as	seniors	get	to	know	everyone	
in	the	school,”	said	Bhathena.

For	her	extravaganza,	Bhathe-
na	drew	portraits	and	caricatures	
of	 people	 posing	 in	 her	 sketch-
book.	 She	made	 them	 intention-
ally	 funny	with	 stick	 figures	 and	
poor	 artistry.	 Other	 Blue	 Key	
Head	 extravaganzas	 included	
slow	 dancing,	 a	 love	 song	 sere-
nade,	 a	 ring	 pop	 ‘proposal,’	 and	
speed	 dating	 in	 which	 the	 Blue	
Key	Head	and	the	recipient	would	
reenact	a	pretend	date.

“Each	 of	 the	 ten	 of	 us	 has	
something	specific.	For	me,	I	have	
a	good	friend	of	mine,	Andie	Pinga	
[’19],	who	knows	how	to	play	the	
saxophone.	 [She]	 is	 going	 to	 be	
following	me	around	and	playing	
Careless	 Whisper	 on	 the	 saxo-
phone	while	 I	 serenade	 people...
It’s	 going	 to	 be	 really	 exciting...
they’re	 sort	 of	 just	 these	 big	 dis-
plays	[that]	cost	a	little	extra	mon-
ey,	 but	 it’s	 all	 for	 a	 good	 cause,”	
said	Blue	Key	Head	Will	Ennis	’19.

McCarthy	said,	“It’s	important	
to	us	to	keep	traditions	such	as	this	
one	going	while	also	being	mind-
ful	 of	 our	 community	 members	
and	 making	 sure	 everyone	 feels	
included	 and	 comfortable	 when	
spreading	the	love.”

Continued  from A1, Column  5

Blue Key Heads camped out in Lower Right with balloons, chocolate, and other Valentine’s day treats.
T.WEI/THE PHILLIPIAN
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Eby McKenzie ’20 and Aidan Barber ’20

C.WAGGONER/THE PHILLIPIAN

McKenzie: “The two of us, our motivation was to help the students have a voice. I have 
been seeing how many students are upset with the new sign-in rules and students don’t 
like how faculty are deciding things for them. So I think coming in, I wanted to change 
that and make it so that students could actually be apart of decisions for their well be-
ing, and actually weigh in on things stuff to help them...We hope to create more of a 
bridge between the students and the faculty, because I feel like that is what the purpose 
co-presidents are, they’re like our representatives.” 

CAPTAIN PIZZA
Mediterranean Foods

978-975-1230

733 Turnpike St.
North Andover

Any sandwich, chips, and 
A 12 ounce soda for

$8.95

$18.99 FOR 2 PIZZAS
Special:

Ash Cohan ’20 and Layomi Oloritun ’20 

A.PHILLIPS/THE PHILLIPIAN

Cohan: “Two things that we really wanted to focus on were community and we wanted 
to focus on mental health. So like I just said, I’ve been talking to Dr. Patel, Dr. Farn-
sworth, and Dr. BJ, who are the Psychiatrist, the Head of Sykes, and a Therapist on 
campus, because I wanted to make sure that the things that we were proposing were 
actually realistic and doable...We wanna have student support groups because we think 
that Andover can often be very isolating, and knowing students that are in a similar 
situation would make Andover feel less alone, and we think that’s really important.”

Sebastian Romero ’20 and Shahinda Bahnasy ’20 

D.OWYANG/THE PHILLIPIAN

Romero: “Mental health is one of the biggest issues that face, not only our campus, but 
campuses throughout the United States. One of the things that we wanted to do specifi-
cally on our platform; there was a Andover health app that came out actually last year, and 
out of the people who I have talked to so far [while] collecting signatures, only three of 
them have known what the Andover health app was...What we want to do is...we want to 
make sure that it is re-implicated...By no means is that a solution to tackle the whole men-
tal health issue, but definitely it is a step in the right direction to increase the awareness of 
it, and the prevalence of it. 

Emma Slibeck ’20 and Mark Witt ’20

M.LEVY/THE PHILLIPIAN

Slibeck: “[We want to have] more forums and discussions like All-School Congress 
about parietals like the last congress, but also about mental health and what that means 
on campus, what more can we be doing, and having an open student-faculty conver-
sation about that. Also, how can we support queer students on campus? How are we 
supporting students of color on campus? Making sure that that’s a campus-wide dia-
logue, not just in the community or among people of color, just making sure that’s an 
opportunity for everyone.”

Marianne Bautista ’20 and Henry Hearle ’20

P.SANKAR/THE PHILLIPIAN

Bautista: “We give great importance to communication. It’s important that we as future 
Co-Presidents are approachable, that student council in general is a group of people that 
students can reach out to. In addition to a suggestion box in Paresky Commons, we will 
review those comments with student council because we believe it’s a group effort. It’s 
not just us trying to change the school—it’s student council as a whole and the school as a 
whole trying to change.”

Harry Kahane ’20 and Isabella Di Benedetto ’20

D.ZHU/THE PHILLIPIAN

Kahane: “Bella and I both are both drawn toward being leaders and helping people where 
we can because that’s what we want at the end of the day...I think the most important 
issue that’s on everybody’s mind is mental health and stress. Stress is there. It has literally 
disabled people. They can’t go to class, that kind of thing. We think that an effective way 
to reduce stress on campus is by increasing the number of cuts, especially considering the 
new schedule that is going to be implemented... It doesn’t make any sense.”

Peter Ling ’20 and Ianna Ramdhany ’20

T.WEI/THE PHILLIPIAN

Ling: “We want to focus on better relationships between faculty and students. We feel that 
this past mid-year reflection was very unsuccessful in the sense that while it was a good idea, 
it only left students feeling like they had to do additional homework and created an ingen-
uine relationship because you can’t elaborate on your true feelings through a typed docu-
ment. For a lot of students, they don’t even know who’s on their team. I feel a lot of students 
wouldn’t feel comfortable trusting every faculty member with that information in opposition 
to their trusted adults on campus.”

2019 Student-Body Copresident Candidates

Editor’s Note: Shahinda Bahnasy is a Photo Editor for The Phillipian. Peter Ling is an Advertisement Manager for The Phillipian. 
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Kaitlin Lim ’20 and Anjalie Kini ’19 
Receive Aspirations in Computing Award 

SHIRA WOLPOWITZ

The National Council for 
Women & Information Tech-
nology (Ncwit) awards the As-
pirations in Computing Award 
to young women at the high 
school level for their achieve-
ments in computer science and 
technology. Anjalie Kini ’19 and 
Kaitlin Lim ’20 were the recip-
ients of the Massachusetts Re-
gional Affiliate Award for this 
year’s program. 

Maria Litvin, Instructor 
in Mathematics, Statistics, & 
Computer Science, believes 
that the award is a way for stu-
dents to gain recognition for 
their work in the field of com-
puter science.

“I think that in our school, 
we have a large number of phe-
nomenal computer science fe-
male students, of course boys 
as well, but I want them to be 
recognized for what they have 
done, what they have achieved, 
and not just for themselves but 
usually there’s also a service 
component of what they’ve 
done for others. I want them 
to get the recognition and also 
have them connected to the 
network of women in technol-
ogy,” said Litvin. 

Kini, who has prior experi-
ence in both math and science 
competitions, applied for the 
award after hearing about it 
from friends and computer sci-
ence teachers. Kini says that 
beyond the award’s more prac-
tical benefits, it also helps to 
create a community within the 
recipients. 

“I think that winning the 
award is useful in finding in-
ternships and opportunities, 
but also, there’s a ceremony 
in April where all of the Mas-
sachusetts winners can come 
together which is really fun be-
cause you can talk to other girls 
in tech, and make new friends, 
it’s a good community to be a 
part of,” said Kini.

Lim is excited and surprised 
to have won an award of dis-
tinction, and, like Kini, sees 
the award as an opportunity to 
branch out in the STEM com-
munity. 

“Another cool perk of re-
ceiving a distinction from this 
competition is that you auto-
matically join this Facebook 
group of past winners. It’s a 
cool space where a lot of stu-
dents ask questions related to 

computer science or IT, detail 
their experiences about being 
a woman in a male-dominated 
field, or pitch possible meetups 
or conferences. Overall, I think 
it’s really cool that an initiative 
like this exists, because it really 
helps women in computer sci-
ence and IT build each other 
up,” said Lim.

According to the winners, 
the application process for the 
award program was not too dif-
ficult, yet it still allowed them 
to showcase their skills and 
past achievements in computer 
science.

“The first part [of the appli-
cation] was a form where you 
listed all of your credentials. I 
think they wanted your G.P.A. 
and they wanted what school 
you went to, basic informa-
tion like that, and then after-
wards they had you fill out a 
lot of information about what 
your previous experience was 
in STEM… There was another 
part where they asked you lon-
ger questions, like what kind of 
change do you want to imple-
ment in the world using STEM, 
those kinds of questions that 
are more open ended. They 
also asked you what programs 
you were involved with within 
STEM, in your community or 
in your school,” said Emmeline 
Song ’20, who received an hon-
orable mention in the competi-
tion last year.

Another necessary part of 
the application is a teacher 
recommendation. Nicholas 
Zufelt, Instructor in Mathe-
matics, Statistics, & Computer 
Science, feels that a teacher’s 
recommendation is import-
ant for students applying for 
the Aspirations in Computing 
award in order to help combat 
traditional gender stereotypes 
about women in technology.

“The award itself is specif-
ic to women, it’s the National 
Center for Women & Informa-
tion Technology, so one of the 
reason that I tell people they 
should apply is because I like 
to seek out strong coders who 
don’t come from a traditional 
coding appearance. The group 
of people who have tradition-
ally been coders doesn’t nec-
essarily include everyone, and 
I would like to change that in 
whatever way I can, so that’s 
the main reason I tell people to 
apply, and when people apply, 
I feel as though I have to write 
a recommendation letter for 
them, and I am honored to do 
so,” said Zufelt.

Litvin emphasizes the im-
portance of the program as a 
way to connect aspiring wom-
en in technology to internship 
and job opportunities and 
promotes the award program 
through the Computer Science 
Club, math classes, and infor-
mational posters.

“When you win, it is some-
thing that is prestigious, some-
thing that others will value that 
you have done. So if you are 
applying for internships, they 
will also connect you… so if this 
is your interest, computer sci-
ence and technology, then it is 
good to be recognized and not 
to have to prove to everyone 
that yes I have done this and 
that. This award is like a stamp 
of approval from a national or-
ganization,” said Litvin.

While some argue that there 
is not a clear criteria or assess-
ment system on which the re-
gional and national awards are 
given to applicants, Zufelt be-
lieves that students do not have 
to already be highly skilled 
programmers in order to win 
an award.

“For a lot of these students, 
they are high schoolers, and 
they are new at computing, 
but they’ve done it well. May-
be they haven’t built the next 
Facebook yet, but they have 
ideas about what they want to 
do, so that’s part of it, the as-
pirations piece. Another piece 
that really speaks to the legit-
imacy of [the award] is that 
you have to have a teacher rec-
ommendation, and… I don’t 
write recommendations for 
everyone… because it’s easy to 
tell your own story, but when 
someone else is telling your 
own story it adds a lot to the 
credibility,” said Zufelt.

Kini plans to use her award 
as a way to meet new women 
in technology, along with ap-
plying what she has learned to 
areas of STEM research she is 
interested in.

“I think that the most inter-
esting part of computer science 
is not necessarily learning or 
winning awards, but applying 
it to a field that you are inter-
ested in, which for me is bioin-
formatics… I want to major in 
computer science, plus poly-sci 
or econ or math or something, 
but definitely go along a path of 
computer science,” said Kini.

Editor’s Note: Kaitlin Lim 
’20 is an Arts Editor for The 
Phillipian.

Andy Xu ’19, Justin Chang ’19, 
and Kevin Hou ’19 Recognized 
as Regeneron Science Talent 

Search Semi-Finalists

WILLIAM YUE
AND TANUSH MITTAL

School Within a School to Offer Alternative Education at Andover

have no other academic com-
mitments or conflicts. 

According to the Andover 
website, the School Within a 
School also aims to look at cer-
tain topical issues from differ-
ent perspectives, among which 
is the topic of food systems. 
Students will ask questions 
about the ethics of meat con-
sumption and food production 
as well as the consequences of 
their diet on climate change. 

For better insight into food 
systems, Andrew Housiaux, 
Currie Family Director of the 
Tang Institute and Instructor 
in Philosophy and Religious 

Studies, and Michael Barker, 
Director of Academy Research, 
Information, and Library Ser-
vices, connected with Jennifer 
Hashley of New Entry Sustain-
able Farm Project through Eli 
Newell ’20. Newell, who has 
worked on Hashley’s husband’s 
farm for three years, was curi-
ous to this request and soon got 
involved with School Within a 
School. 

“It’s important to always be 
questioning what we’re doing, 
thinking about as Mr. Housi-
aux says, [quoting Carroll], ‘If 
we didn’t have the schools that 
we have today, is this how we 
would create them?’ And it is 
always, I think with everything 
we’re doing, worth asking that 
question, and exploring in this 
case, other ways to approach 

education,” said Newell.
Zufelt shared Newell’s sen-

timent about attempting to im-
prove the current educational 
system. 

“Nothing is allowed to lin-
ger indefinitely in the world 
without changing, why should 
education be any different? 
If we want to deliver the best 
education possible, then we 
need to be actively focused on 
continually discovering what 
that is. This program puts that 
iterative process on overdrive,” 
wrote Zufelt. 

In addition to focusing 
largely within its own parame-
ters, the School Within a School 
is also collaborating with the 
Community Engagement Of-
fice to observe how off-campus 
activities and experiences can 

enhance a student’s education. 
Monique Cueto-Potts, Di-

rector of Community Engage-
ment, spoke to this partnership 
as a way to apply skills learned 
in school to real-world situa-
tions. 

“We hope our students and 
teachers see our community 
partners as sources of knowl-
edge and expertise in areas 
that they are studying in the 
classrooms. Community en-
gagement combined with class-
room learning is something we 
always want to see more of on 
campus because the two to-
gether can provide meaningful 
experiences for students and 
teachers that they can’t always 
get with just one of those two,” 
wrote Cueto-Potts. 

Corrie Martin, Instructor 

in English, was particularly in-
terested in the idea of how An-
dover fits the role of a “private 
school with a public purpose” 
in regards to the School Within 
a School.  

“I think it’s important to 
take this chance to reimagine 
what education could be like 
because as an institution we 
have the privilege of being able 
to take risks, to go big and to 
do it well, leveraging our re-
sources, connections and net-
works both on and off campus. 
[Andover] has a long history of 
innovating, of challenging itself 
to confront problems of social 
justice and equity, and this ef-
fort is part of that,” said Martin. 

Continued  from A1, Column 5

Andy Xu ’19, Justin Chang ’19, 
and Kevin Hou ’19 were selected 
as semi-finalists of the Regen-
eron Science Talent Search (Re-
generon S.T.S.) on January 9 and 
officially received their certifi-
cates as S.T.S. Scholars this past 
week. 

Regeneron S.T.S. is one of 
the most esteemed math and 
science research competitions 
in the nation, according to its 
website. Each student received a 
2,000 dollar award with an addi-
tional 2,000 dollars going to his 
or her respective school.

In order to apply, students 
submit a research paper in a di-
versity of STEM fields—Chang 
researched a field in biology, Xu 
researched dynamic networks, 
and Hou looked into graph the-
ory and tessellations. The judges 
then narrow down the pool of al-
most 2,000 entrants to about 300 
semi-finalists, from which 40 fi-
nalists are selected and flown to 
Washington D.C. 

Karin Knudson, Instructor 
and Chair in Mathematics, Sta-
tistics, & Computer Science, 
wrote recommendations for 
both Xu and Chang, and she is 
excited about how far they have 
come.

“The Regeneron Science Tal-
ent Search is a very prestigious 
science competition for high 
school students. Alumni of the 
program have gone on to have 
impressive careers in science, 
math, and engineering. The 
heart of the Regeneron STS is 
the student’s research report, 
which represents a student’s 
own independent research. This 
kind of independent research 
represents a significant project 
done over a substantial period 
of time,” wrote Knudson in an 
email to The Phillipian.

Chang’s research focused 
on the insulin pathway and its 
connection to diabetes, a topic 
he was inspired to look further 
into after a summer internship 
opportunity. Specifically, he 
zoomed in on the Ras Homolog 
Enriched in Brain (R.H.E.B.) 
complex.

“The insulin pathway is ev-
erything related to diabetes, and 

if anything goes wrong there, 
you can see various changes. You 
might get deafness, blindness, or 
you’ll get diabetes...That path-
way was of a lot of interest to 
me, so I investigated one of the 
complexes along that pathway, 
[R.H.E.B.]...I found that anoth-
er molecule, which is called 
wolframin, binds to R.H.E.B., 
and that gives a new link to 
what wolframin does in the cell 
and the insulin pathway,” said 
Chang.

Xu’s research, on the other 
hand, involved dynamic net-
works and automated pattern 
extraction from those networks, 
a field of study with applications 
to social network analysis on 
platforms like Facebook.

“My research dealt with 
developing a new method for 
exploratory analysis, which ba-
sically helps put a human back 
into data analysis. There’s only 
so much we, as humans, can 
glean from just numbers and ta-
bles, and explore some stuff that 
will allow our human pattern 
recognition to supplement our 
computer computational pow-
er.”

Xu was originally introduced 
to Regeneron S.T.S. by peers, 
and he thought the competition 
would provide a good oppor-
tunity for him to showcase his 
abilities as a scientist. 

“Regeneron S.T.S. is a uncon-
ventional style of competition 
that sort of blends research ac-
complishment in science and 
technology with a lot of other 
factors because it isn’t strictly a 
research competition… it takes 
into account a lot of different 
achievements as well as origi-
nality of research,” said Xu. 

According to Knudson, she 
feels incredibly proud of Xu, 
Chang, and Hou for their intel-
lectual curiosity and scientific 
scholarship.

Knudson wrote, “It is just 
tremendous that [Andover] has 
three students among the semi-
finalists. I can’t wait to see what 
Andy, Justin, and Kevin do next 
in science and mathematics. 
These three Seniors are stu-
dents who are leaders in math 
and science here at Andover, 
and I know their excellent work 
will inspire the students who 
come after them as well.”

Andover Community 
Looks to Increase Crosswalk Safety

could more permanently solve 
issues of safety at crosswalks. 

“After I was hurt, they put 
in new lights that were I think 
a bit brighter and spotlights 
to the actual walk was lit up—
it wasn’t just flashing lights 
so the drivers could see. And 
then they stationed a public 
safety officer there for a week 
to calm people’s anxiety, but 
it didn’t really do anything,” 
said Stickley.

Stickley continued, “And 
right now, I think after two 
more [people] being hurt 
there, they just blocked it off, 
which defeats the whole pur-
pose of having a crosswalk. 
This is a problem we can 
solve, versus just not using it.”

Following the incident 
last week, Elliott sent out 
a school-wide email about 
crosswalk safety on Thursday, 

February 7. She communicat-
ed that the crosswalk in ques-
tion would be staffed, presum-
ably by a PAPS officer, during 
the school day and physically 
blocked off after 4:00 p.m. 

“Given that we have had 
several accidents in this loca-
tion during inclement weath-
er, we have decided to close 
the crosswalk in the evenings 
for the remainder of the win-
ter term. Head of School John 
Palfrey, Director of Campus 
Safety, and I sent out commu-
nications today to members 
of our community about this 
short-term decision,” wrote 
Elliott. 

This policy, however, is not 
a permanent solution. Leon-
ard hopes to work with the 
administration and improve 
crossing safety with a long-
term plan for the crosswalk.

“I think we have to look at 
[the crosswalk]. Does [the ac-
cident] mean that that cross-
ing should not be there? Or, 

are there ways to make it safer 
somehow? So those are things 
we’re going to be thinking 
about, and you know, try to 
come up with the best solu-

tion. But in the meantime, [I] 
just want to take the oppor-
tunity to get the message out 
there that...with distracted 
driving on the increase as it 

always is, we all need to be 
very careful,” said Leonard.Continued  from A1, Column  2
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A8    B R VALENTYNE H o r o s c o p e  A n o n y m o u s  Time has swallowed us all

we wish love was in the air for us

“I’m a Leo, you’re a Libra, I think weknow what’s bound to happen here.

“Hey, we’re running for co-
pres! Wanna sign our sheet?”

“You better have car permission,

cause you’re driving me crazy.”
Dinner with Cupid

Blind Date: ‘I think his credit card got declined?’ 

Zeb Rawlinson
54 years young / Pencil salesman

Last thing he read:

GX8 Pen digest —he likes to scope out the competition.

Dailymail.com—he’s a total Anglophile.

What makes him a catch: Has his own car, except for Mondays and Thurs-

days after 5:00 p.m. when Grandma wants it back.

Amy Schlacter:
24 / 7 Semi-professional diva and rejected Bachelor contestant

Her interests: Walking poorly in heels but refusing to take them off.

What makes her a catch: Only one to get kicked out of her sorority in her 

four years at SMU.

Off to a Strong Start
ZEB: I’ve got high hopes because you know what they say, 27th time’s the 

charm.

AMY: He pulled up to my apartment in his 2007 Ford Taurus. I was so im-

pressed! 

The Details
ZEB: She came dressed in the ugliest thing I’ve ever seen.

AMY: I guess he doesn’t appreciate mink.

ZEB: I ordered us some drinks and asked the guy to “put it on my tab,” to be 

cool.

AMY: I think his credit card got declined?

ZEB: I could always make her laugh, no matter how cheesy the joke.

AMY: The food was fine, but nothing like I’ve had in Prague.

Post-Mortem
ZEB: I’ve already told my parents about her!

AMY: He seemed a bit delusional. He showed me a picture of just himself 

and said his parents always take a big family photo at Christmastime. 

ZEB: I offered to drive her home, but...

AMY: I Ubered from the restaurant and I’m pretty sure I saw him climb into a 

box near the bridge.

Second Date?
ZEB: Oh ya, without a doubt.

AMY: I never want to see that creep ever again.

Overall Grade
ZEB: B-    (I’m definitely out of her league)

AMY: C    (Now I know what not to look for) 

• The Library Renovation (though watch out for falling debris

and/or patrolling construction workers) 

• A Facetime date. Skip a step of prep and go commando!

(just don’t stand up) 

• The void where you’ll spend the rest of your life any-

way, cold and alone. So, so alone.
 

• Anywhere outside the range of the military-grade bin-

oculars your friends have.

• The gas station that sells sushi (the Eighth Page supports

small business owners) 

• Home, but Mom says all the doors have to stay open so

she can keep an eye on you.

Neither the Eighth Page nor its subsidiary, The 
Phillipian, support or condone the use of Illegal 
Parietals.   Here are our suggestions:

Zeb Rawlinson and Amy Schlacter 

“Is it HOSD? ‘Cause you

raise my racket.”

J.LEE/THE PHILLIPIAN
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SPORTS

Andover Nordic travelled 
to Proctor Academy to partici-
pate in the annual Lake Regions 
Championships on Wednesday. 
The Boys finished 6th out of ten 
schools and the Girls finished 
5th out of seven schools.

The Lakes Regions races 
were in the skiathlon style, 
where competitors switched 
from classic to skate skis in the 
middle of the course. The team 
adjusted to this unique format 
well, according to Co-Captain 
Neil Thorley ’19.

Thorley said, “It’s a pretty 
bizarre race format that lets 
skiers who are strong in one 
area make up for their weak-
nesses in another, and gives 
everyone an equal opportunity 
in the Championships. With 
two different race courses and 
swapping skis mid race, it’s a 
pretty confusing race that most 
of our skiers haven’t done be-
fore, but they handled the new 
format very well.”

According to Thorley, Claire 
De Saint Phalle ’21 stood out, as 
she was one of only two Ando-
ver skiers to finish top ten over-
all. 

Thorley said, “Claire De 
Saint Phalle had an outstand-
ing race today and was our best 
finisher at 6th place. She’s per-
formed well all year, and this 
was a great way for her to wrap 
up her regular season moving 
into Nepsacs.”

The team’s depth in expe-

rience is an important factor 
in its success during races, ac-
cording to Head Coach Keith 
Robinson.

Robinson wrote in an email 
to The Phillipian, “The top four 
racers for girls have been close 
together in results all season, 
and if one is having a bad race, 
someone else seems to pick it 
up and have a good race. For 
the boys… our top skiers have 
been here before, and know 
how to prepare and compete, 
even with poor training condi-
tions here.”

Andover Nordic will next 
compete at the Nepsac Cham-
pionships next Wednesday at 
the Dublin School.

After leading the field hockey 
team to an 17-0 regular season 
record and securing the Nep-
sac championship in November, 
Andover Field Hockey (PAFH) 
Head Coach Kate Dolan was 
lauded “Massachusetts Coach 
of the Year” by Max Field Hock-
ey on February 6. 

According to Dolan, one of 
her player’s parents sent her an 
email the morning that the arti-
cle was published to alert her of 
the recognition. 

According to Assistant Coach 
Martha Fenton ’83, with whom 
Dolan has coached at Andover 
since 1990, and Athletic Direc-
tor Leon Modeste, Dolan coach-
es consistently throughout sea-
sons while also being open to 
change.

“Ms. Dolan has been coach-
ing the same core values every 
year—teamwork, discipline, 
gratitude, accountability, and 
respect for each other and the 
game.  She is passionate about 
what she does and puts great 
emphasis on the team dynamic, 
allowing for each new team to 
discover who they are and what 
they want to leave as their lega-

cy.  PAFH has traditions dating 
back several decades and each 
team adds to that history,” wrote 
Fenton in an email to The Phil-
lipian. 

“Kate adjusts to each group 
she has. She stresses speed – 
that’s a big deal. She likes kids 
that get out there and get after 
it and they’re athletic and fast, 
and kids that have a lot of con-
fidence. That’s what she does. 
She instills confidence in her 
players so that when they’re on 
the field, they’re able to perform 
at a high level and not have self 
doubt.… These kids don’t worry 
about making mistakes. They 
just go out there and work with 
speed and confidence,” said Ath-
letic Director Leon Modeste.

According to Fenton, Dolan 
demonstrates equal respect for 
each player on the team and 
the team’s success derives from 
Dolan’s emphasis on unity. 

Fenton wrote, “Ms. Dolan 
deserves this honor because 
she always put the team first 
and because she sets an amaz-
ing example of how dedication, 
hard work, and perseverance 
pay off.  Every girl on the team 
knows that Kate values them 
equally and that makes them 
want be their best and do their 

best every day.  The success of 
her teams is a combination of 
the talent and hard work of the 
girls on the team and the culture 
of togetherness that she teaches 
every day.” 

“I think it’s good that she is 
recognized throughout the re-
gion and the nation for her great 
coaching and teaching ability. 
She has been a winner, she is 
loved by her athletes, and it’s 
good to get some recognition for 
her. Our field hockey program is 
one of the strongest programs 
around and I think this will 
just generate even more kids. 
Kids will read that and they’ll 
say, ‘hey, I want to play for this 
woman.’ So it will generate even 
more championship trophies. 
That’s what happens,” said 
Modeste.

In an email to The Phillipian, 
Dolan explained that she be-
lieves this season was so special 
because of the players’ charac-
ter.

“I would say every season, 
every team is different and you 
love what is unique about each. 
What made this team unique 
and special was its balance in 
every category, its depth, and 
its personality… They didn’t try 
to be the team before them or 

any other team – they were just 
themselves, which was an ex-
traordinary balance and blend of 
energy, enthusiasm, leadership, 
skill, determination, poise and 

fusn. Winning was a byproduct 
of wwtheir teamwork, unself-
ishness and love - not the other 
way around,” wrote Dolan. 
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Welcome to the 
Hotel California

Andover Participates in 
Skiathlon-Style Race

LILLIE COOPER
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ABBY RYAN

Dolan Awarded “Massachusetts Coach of the Year”

Head Coach Kate Dolan coached Andover Field Hockey to an undefeated 
regular season and a Nepsac championship this fall.
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BOYSBASKETBALL

Against Williston, Co-Captain 
Dallion Johnson ’20 swiftly gath-
ered a pass and sunk a pull-up 
three-pointer to surpass 1,000 
points in his Andover Boys Bas-
ketball career. After the shot, the 
game paused, setting the scene 
for a moment Johnson says he 
will never forget.

“It was just so crazy and un-
real,” said Johnson. “Everyone 
who has supported me was 
there. I’m just really grateful for 
everyone who was there during 
the moment. When they actual-
ly stopped the game for me, that 
made the feeling even crazier and 
it was just an surreal moment.”

Johnson scored his 1,000th 
point in only 55 games, which is 
a true representation of his con-
sistency since his Junior year, 
according to Head Coach Terrell 
Ivory ’00.

Ivory said, “At the level of bas-
ketball we’re playing, it’s hard 
to come in as a ninth grader and 

play significant minutes. But he 
not only played significant min-
utes, but he started pretty much 
every game in his ninth grade 
year.”

“He’s an unbelievable talent 
who has a gift of scoring the bas-
ketball but he also finds a way 
to help his teammates get better 
which I think is a very rare ability. 
I just love that he works so hard 
and scoring a thousand points is 
a testament to all the hard work 
he’s put in the position that he’s 
in and have so many options to 
play at the next level,” continued 
Ivory.

Despite making a second-half 
comeback after trailing by dou-
ble-digits early, Andover fell 
short and lost 81-73 against Wil-
liston. The team also fell to Cush-
ing 73-60 a day earlier against 
Cushing.

Against Cushing on Friday, 
Andover was unable to maintain 
its energy in the second half, ac-
cording to Nick Thomas ’21 and 
Coach Ivory.

“We slowed down their of-
fense to single digits in the first 

few minutes of the first half, 
but then our momentum went 
down. They eventually got the 
lead and after we went down, we 
just didn’t play like our normal 
selves,” said Thomas.

Ivory added, “We had a lot 
of open shots that we normally 
make that we just didn’t make 
and that’s just sometimes the 
ways it goes. That’s the game of 
basketball. Sometimes things just 
don’t go the way you want them 
to but as a coach, there are some 
losses that are easier to swallow 
than others. And this was one of 
them because of how hard we 
played.”

Andover bounced back with 
a 71-56 win over St. Paul’s on 
Wednesday, putting its record at 
13-7 with three games remaining. 
According to Co-Captain Matteo 
Whelton ’21, Andover’s energy 
on the defensive end helped pro-
pel the team to victory.

Andover will face Pingree at 
home on Saturday and travel to 
Deerfield on Wednesday.

LUCAS KIM

Co-Captain Dallion Johnson ’20 Surpasses 1,000 Career Points

Boys Swimming and Diving 
Sets Three Pool Records

Andover Boys Swimming & 
Diving set three pool records on 
Saturday at Hopkins, beating them 
by a score of 117-63.  Jack War-
den ’19, Captain Neil Simpson ’19, 
Lance Freiman ’19, and Arnold Su 
’20, who hold the National High 
School Record in the 200-Yard 
Medley Relay, finished with a time 
of 1:33.06 to set a Hopkins pool re-
cord.

In addition to the relay, Max 
Hunger ’20 broke the pool 500-

Yard Freestyle with a time of 
4:39:55 and Su, Simpson, Sam Don-
chi ’20, and Hunger broke the 400-
Yard Freestyle Relay pool record 
with a time of 3:12:20.

In the 100-Yard Breaststroke, 
Brendon Fang ’22 came from be-
hind to claim the first place finish 
with a time of 1:02.79. 

“One exciting part was when 
one of our [Juniors], Brendon Fang, 
won the 100-[Yard] Breaststroke. 
All of our eyes were on Lance Frei-
man, who was making his debut in 
the event but after the second 25 
[yards] of the 100, Brendon came 
out of nowhere and took the lead. 
It was a pretty fun experience for 
all of us,” said Hank Yang ’22.

Hopkins marked the last meet 
of the season for the team before 
it heads to Eastern Interscholas-
tic Swimming & Diving Champi-

onships, the height of the season. 
Andover has been in constant 
preparation for this meet since the 
start of Winter Term, according to 
Ralph Lam ’22 and Yubo Jin ’21.

“Since the beginning of the sea-
son, every single meet, every single 
dual meet we do has been in prepa-
ration for Easterns. It’s to prepare 
our bodies, to prepare for the chal-
lenge,” said Lam. 

“We’ve been doing well on just 
keeping our bodies in check. We’ve 
been taking care of our physical 
states, so getting ready and making 
sure that none of us get into an ac-
cident or gets sick,” added Jin. 

Andover will compete at the 
Eastern Interscholastic Swimming 
& Diving Championships Thurs-
day through Sunday in Lancaster, 
Penn.

INDI WAGNER

BOYSSWIMMING&DIVING

Andover

Hopkins

117

63

Captain Neil Simpson ’19 was a member of the pool record-breaking 400-Yard Freestyle Relay team. 
I.LEE/THE PHILLIPIAN

Co-Captain Dallion Johnson ’20 has been a captain of Andover Boys Bas-
ketball since his Lower year. 
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Andover Nordic primarily com-
petes at Proctor Academy, as 
Proctor Academy makes artificial 
snow to ski on. 
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Co-Captain Kelly McCarthy 
’19 boxed out opposing defend-
ers, allowing Lilly Feeney ’20 to 
skate up and score through the 
legs of the Nobles goalie for An-
dover Girls Hockey’s lone score 
of the game. Unfortunately, An-
dover fell 3-1, and the team tied 
3-3 against Williston on Sat-
urday. The team’s record now
stands at 9-5-4.

According to Amelia Meyer 
’21, the team’s energy was high 
after Feeney’s goal.

“I was at the end of the bench 
where she was coming to high 
five everybody and I was just 
like hyping her up and yelling. I 

was so happy in that moment,” 
said Meyer.

According to Co-Captain 
Erin Kelly ’19, Andover failed to 
execute passes, fifty-fifty bat-
tles, and clearing the puck from 
the defensive zone.

Kelly said, “[Nobles is a] very 
strong team and they are ranked 
highly in our league, but we 
were right there with them the 
whole game. We controlled the 
first period, but they took it to 
us for the second and third. It 
was not at all a lack of effort but 
rather how we did not execute 
the little things.

The team played well in both 
the offensive and defensive 
zones against Williston, accord-
ing to Co-Captain Emily Batch-
elor ’19.

“We were making heads up 
plays, not only in the offensive 
zone, but also in the defensive 
zone and we were able to also 
work our neutral zone board 
check. We did a good job of get-
ting man to man to take away 
their pass.” said Batchelor.

Andover’s will travel to Mil-
ton on Friday, and face Worces-
ter and Loomis Chaffee at home 
on Saturday and Wednesday re-
spectively.

SPORTS OPINION

wThe 2018-2019 N.F.L. sea-
son ended two Sundays ago 
now, but has all football end-
ed? After the N.F.L. season 
ended, a part of me seems to 
be gone. It happens every year, 
and I still get this sinking feel-
ing whenever an N.F.L. season 
ends. 

But this time, something is 
different. Football is still on, 
because the Alliance of Amer-
ican Football (A.A.F.) debuted 
this past Saturday. The A.A.F. 
is a professional football 
league that has eight teams 
from cities without N.F.L. 
teams like San Antonio and 
Salt Lake City. The A.A.F. sea-
son started on February 9, and 
will be continue until April 27.

In 2016, Charlie Ebersol 
decided to create a nation-
al football league. He wanted 
the league to be successful, 
and gain viewers, so he hired 
former N.F.L. players and 
many other people to grow 
the league and help it become 

successful. The A.A.F. official-
ly began less than one week 
ago. Have the founders of the 
league, Charlie Ebersol and 
Bill Polian, saved football fans 
for a few months? I think so, 
and I have five reasons why.

First of all, it’s still 
football. What’s not to love? 
If you’re a football fan, and 
you love watching high-
speed, high-in-tensity games, 
then the A.A.F. certainly 
won’t let you down. Even 
though there are only 8 
teams, the A.A.F. is still the 
professional football that 
we know and love. The 
athletes are similar to N.F.L. 
athletes, and bring the same 

intensity and love for football 
to each game. For example, in 
the Or-lando Apollos vs 
Atlanta Leg-ends game, 
Orlando ran a trick play 
previously run in Super Bowl 
LII (The “Philly Spe-cial”): a

touchdown pass to the quarterback.
Secondly, the games are 

faster paced. The play clock, 
instead of being 40 seconds like 
the N.F.L., is only 30 seconds in 
the A.A.F.. And the league is 
looking to remove commercial 
breaks completely. Reducing the 
game clock will force the game to have 
a quicker pace, packing the ac-tion in, 
and keeping the audi-ence intrigued. 

There are also a few twists in games 
in the A.A.F. in comparison to the 

N.F.L.. In the A.A.F., there are no 
extra points. Teams are forced to 

go for two-point conversions, 
adding more action, and mak-ing 

games more interesting. Overtime 
is also different. Unlike the N.F.L., 

both teams will have one chance

to pos-sess the ball overtime, as 
each team will have an opportunity 
to score from its own 10-yard line. 
This new type of over-time should 
allow for a more fair outcome to the 
game since the N.F.L.’s overtime is 
often decided by a single coin toss.
Additionally, the A.A.F. is a safer 
game. The league plays without the 
most dangerous play in football: the 
kickoff. As of 2018, 17 percent of 
injuries occurred on the kickoff, 
even though kickoffs are only about 

6 percent of the game’s 
plays, according to a study 
conduct-ed by new Patriots 
Defensive Coordinator 
Greg Schiano. This 
difference will hopeful-ly 
allow A.A.F. players to be 
healthier after their career 
is over.

Finally, the viewers 
get to listen in on the 
referees during a replay 
review. In the N.F.L., viewers 
don’t have the opportunity 
to hear what the referees 
are saying during a 
replay review. But in the 
A.A.F., the viewer can listen 
to what the referee is 
saying about the play, and 
know his or her reasoning 
behind a par-ticular call. This 
aspect of the A.A.F. will 
greatly improve the viewing 
experience because fans 
will be able to understand 
why a referee is or is not 
mak-ing a certain call. And on 
plays where a referee makes 
an er-ror, like the infamous 
missed pass interference 
call in the NFC 
Championship, the fans can 
hold officials more ac-
countable. 

The next set of A.A.F. games 
are this Saturday and 
Sun-day. Watch a game for a 
little while, and maybe you 
will be football-satiated until 
college  football and the 
N.F.L. returns.

LUKE BOSHAR

You Miss the NFL? Me Too...
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Boys Squash Blanked By 
Deerfield

Although Jack Lee ’20 and Sid-
dhant Sinha ’21 both won a game 
out of their respective matches, 
the team ultimately fell 7-0 to 
Deerfield on Saturday. Andover 
Boys Squash record now stands 
at 7-4.

The team anticipated tough 
competition as Deerfield finished 
third in Division I at Nationals 
while Andover earned second 
place in Division II. However the 
team strategized to tire out its 
opponents, according to Captain 
Alex Bernhard ’19 and Sinha.

“We were pretty tired from 
Nationals, so we just went out and 
tried to keep them on court for 
as long as possible. We had pret-
ty low expectations… I think we 
held it together well, as expected. 
We did not exceed my expecta-
tions,” Bernhard said.

Sinha said, “Obviously Deer-
field was going to be a tough 
match. They’re in a different di-
vision and it’s a two-hour drive 

getting there. But I think our plan 
was just to play consistent squash 
and not try to do anything too 
fancy, because we were going up 
against pretty difficult players. 
It was just ‘Try your best to tire 
them out, and just keep the rally 
going,’” Sinha continued.

Lee’s performance was one of 
the strongest sets for Andover as 
he managed to win a game off of 
a skilled opponent, according to 
Sinha and Bernhard.

“I think Jack Lee ’20, our [third 
seed], played a really strong set 
against Deerfield’s number three 
who was quite good. That was a 
pretty good performance on his 
part,” said Sinha.

Deerfield was a very strong 
opponent, and Andover players 
worked to stay on the court, ac-
cording to Bernhard.

Bernhard said, “The thing is 
when you’re playing guys who are 
better than you, you really can’t 
try to play squash against them 
because they will outplay you. It’s 
really just more about keeping 
them on the court for as long as 
possible and hopefully they will 
get tired or their egos will play 
into it, and they won’t want to be 
on court any longer. They will get 
bored and make mistakes.”

The team will face rival Phil-
lips Exeter Academy this week-
end.

LUCY LASATER

BOYSSQUASH
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Deerfield
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Andover Girls Swimming & Diving 
Clinches Tight Win Over Hopkins

Trailing Hopkins by one point, 
Andover Girls Swimming & Div-
ing landed a first place, third 
place, and fourth place victory in 
the 200-Yard Freestyle Relay, pro-
pelling the team ahead and secur-
ing a 96-89 win over Hopkins on 
Saturday. Andover’s record now 
stands at 3-3. 

According to Grace Hwang ’22, 
Andover’s depth of talent helped 
the team to thrive in that event 
and win the meet overall. 

Grace Hwang ’22 said, “All of 
our 200-[Yard] Free Relays were 
very consistent across the board. 
It was also a goal that [Head 
Coach Paul] Murphy [’84] had set 
for us, to win the 200-[Yard] Free 
Relay. He had told us that he real-
ly strongly believed that we could 
win the [event], and the goal com-
ing into the 200-[Yard] Free Relay 
was to win the event. And to, of 
course, have fun.”

Despite the absence of Co-Cap-
tain Liz Tran ’19, the team still put 

up a strong performance, snagging 
several top five finishes across the 
board. Andover placed especial-
ly well in the 500-Yard Freestyle, 
in which Co-Captain Macey 
Mannion ’19 placed second, Hai-
ley Wadell ’21 placed third, and 
Ashley Vensel ’22 placed fourth 
with times of 5:34.20, 5:35.34, and 
5:43.76, respectively.   

According to Alexa Discenso 
’21, the team’s success in this meet 
was largely a result of the instruc-
tion of Coach Murphy, who em-
phasizes certain swimming tech-
niques throughout the season. 

“During practice through-
out this season, our coach, [Paul] 
Murphy, has been encouraging 
us to work on using powerful 
kicking especially during our un-
derwaters, and more recently, we 
did more sets focusing on ‘perfect 
turns.’ The results of paying lots of 
attention to these skills in practice 
showed up for everyone during 
the meet, and the attention to de-
tail helped us beat Hopkins,” said 
Discenso ’21.

Reese Pelletier ’20 scored first 
in diving, helping close the mar-
gin between Hopkins and Ando-
ver before the 200-Yard Freestyle 
Relay. 

According to Hannah Ono 
’22, the team has continued to 
improve on its relay techniques 

throughout the season.
“We’ve practiced our relay 

starts every week, and that aware-
ness of each other’s stokes has 
made the millisecond differences 
we need.” said Ono. 

This Thursday, Andover will 
travel to Pennsylvania to compete 
in the Eastern Interscholastic 
Swimming & Diving Champion-
ships. 

SARAH KARLEN

GIRLSSWIMMING&DIVING

Andover

Hopkins

96

89

Co-Captain Macey Mannion ’19 
(middle) secured second place in 
the 500-Yard Freestyle.
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Andover Places Third at 
Class A Interschols

Down 5-0, Ramphis Medina 
PG’19 fought back to pin his oppo-
nent and win his match. Building 
off of Medina’s efforts, Andover 
Wrestling claimed third place 
overall out of 10 total teams at the 
2019 Class A Interschols on Satur-
day at Andover with 186 points. 

Head Coach Rich Gorham 
wrote in an email to The Phillipian, 
“On the mat, we wrestled well, and 
placed third of ten teams—one bet-
ter than last year, when we placed 
fourth. Our wrestlers enjoyed the 
chance to compete in front of their 
home crowd.” 

Andover qualified 11 wrestlers 
for the compete this coming Sat-
urday, and twelve wrestlers fin-
ished in the top six for their weight 
class on Saturday. Ahead of Ando-
ver, Northfield Mount Hermon 
claimed first place followed by Ex-
eter, who claimed second. Satur-
day’s meet served as the qualifies 
for the New England Prep Tour-
nament being held this Saturday at 
Green Farms Academy. 

On Saturday Andover claimed 
three second-place finishes. 

Co-Captain Eamon Garrity-Rok-
ous ‘20 claimed second place at 
152 lbs,  Co-Captain Pablo Sanchez 
’19 earned second at 182 lbs, Ar-
nav Bhakta ’22 took second at 106 
lbs. Vinny Marino PG’19, Medina, 
and Nick Buhler ’21 all took third 
in their respective weight classes. 
Jack O’Neil ’19 took 4th and Matt 
Suri ’21 claimed 5th, each in their 
respective weight classes.

On the mat, Andover proved 
its persistent nature and refusal to 
quit, especially through Marino’s 
match, according to Garrity-Rok-
ous.

Garrity-Rokous wrote in an 
email to The Phillipian, “Vinny’s 
semifinal match that went into 
overtime was also a thriller for me. 
It was against a very tough oppo-
nent, whom I’ve seen wrestle very 
well at Nationals and all sorts of 
other tournaments, but Vinny held 
his own against very tough oppo-
nents throughout the day and defi-
nitely should have beat this kid if 
there was just a little bit more time 
on the clock in overtime.”  

According to Marino and Garri-
ty-Rokous, the team maintained its 
composure and focus throughout 
the day despite the frequent elim-
inations.  

Marino said, “I think we did 
a good job of staying positive. In 
wrestling tournaments wrestlers 
are eliminated after two losses. It’s 
really important to keep a posi-
tive attitude if you lose one match 
to move on and continue wres-
tling your best in the consolation 
round.” 

Garrity-Rokous wrote, “I think 
that even though wrestling, espe-
cially wrestling tournaments, can 
feel like an individual thing, our 
team remained focused on scoring 
points for the team. That is to say, 
when we could pin our opponents, 
I think we really went for the pin 
each and every time. We never let 
up, and we kept on fighting for 
pins in order to score more team 
points. Because of this we placed 
third at Class As as a team and re-
ally showed how, even though An-
dover is a very young team, we are 
still a very tough, relentless, and 
ever-improving one nevertheless.” 

This upcoming weekend, An-
dover will travel to Green Farms to 
compete in New Englands.  

TIFFANY LI

WRESTLING

Andover

Nobles

1

3

Girls Tie Willston, 
Fall to Nobles

NATHALIE LELOGEAIS

GIRLSHOCKEY
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Check phillipian.net for Game Coverage 

on Girls Hockey, Boys Hockey, Girls In-

door Track & Field, and Girls Basketball.
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Andover Falls to Exeter 
by 45 Points

BOYSINDOORTRACK

Tyler Yung ’20 ran hard as the team fell to Exeter last week as well.
S.BAHNASY/THE PHILLIPIAN

Alex Meyer ’20 pulled 
ahead at the end of the third 
leg of the 4x400-Meter Relay, 
setting anchor Alex Fleury ’20 
up for a 3:35:13 finish and win 
against Phillips Exeter Acade-
my, who finished with a time 
of 3:38:05. Despite the win, 
Andover Boys Indoor Track 
& Field lost the meet 32-77 on 
Wednesday.  

According to Zach Moyni-
han ’21, who placed sixth in 
the 55-Meter Sprint and set 
a personal record, this was 
one of the many strong races 
against Exeter on Wednesday.

Moynihan said, “I think that 
some of the most exciting parts 
of a meet are the ones where 
you are observing rather than 
competing. This was definitely 
true when it came to watching 
our 4x400 teams compete to-
day. Both teams had incredible 
comebacks and showed a lot 
of heart. For these reasons, I 
think the relays were the per-

fect culmination of a really 
strong season.”

While the team did not win 
against Exeter, many of Ando-
ver’s runners secured personal 
records in their events, such as 
Timmer Verhaegh PG’19, who 
placed third in shot put with 
a personal record of 46-06.25 
minutes. 

Verhaegh said, “It was a 
tough meet for sure, Exeter 
has a lot of great athletes all 
around. We had a lot of great 
competition and a lot of great 
marks from our team. The fi-
nal event [the 4x400 Relay] 
for both boys and girls was a 
huge win for us.”

Some races came down to 
hundreths of a second to sep-
arate first and second place. 
Fleury secured second place in 
the 1-Mile event with a time of 
4:22.90 – just .17 seconds sep-
arated him from Exeter’s first 
place runner.

The first place 4x200-Me-
ter Relay from Exeter and sec-
ond place relay from Andover 
were separated by .65 seconds. 
Additionally, Fleury won the 
2-Mile event with a time of 
9:45.23 to Exeter’s 10:10.55.

The team’s final competi-
tion is the New England Track 
& Field championships on 
Sunday. 

ABBY RYAN

Andover

Exeter

32

77
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Nikita Muromcew ’21 Enjoys Nordic’s Unique Team Bond

With six years of Nordic 
knowledge and alpine expe-
rience, Nikita Muromcew ’21 
raced nordic casually in her 
hometown of Jackson, WY. be-
fore coming to Andover.

According to teammate Vic-
tor Tong ’22, Muromcew bal-
ances maintaining a focused 
attitude and developing a fun 
team atmosphere.

Tong said, “Nikita shows 
great leadership and she’s an 
amazing skier. She is so fast 

and dedicated to the team and 
makes the Nordic season so 
fun! I felt really welcomed onto 
the team and Nikita is very 
professional while still making 
us all have a great time.”

Due to her extensive knowl-
edge and strong leadership, 
Muromcew has earned The 
Phillipian’s Athlete of the 
Week.

 
What’s your favorite 

thing about Nordic?

The team bond is pretty 
unique to the Nordic team be-
cause all of us are constantly 
working together to become 
better skiers. I want to say 
there are about 17 of us so our 
bond is super close. 

How long have you been 
doing Nordic?

I’ve been doing Nordic for 
about six years. I skied back 
home so I’ve been skiing for a 
while. I raced in Nordic and I 
did alpine casually.  

What is a Nordic race like 
for you?

We pack up our skis the day 
before, then we leave as soon 
as we can which is usually at 
noon. It’s usually about an 
hour and a half to two-hour 
drive to the race course. When 
we get there, we do a warmup 
for about 30 to 45 minutes 
and then we race. Sometimes 
girls go first, sometimes they 
don’t—it really depends on the 
school that’s hosting. Whoev-
er goes first will cheer on the 
second group. 

 
What is your biggest sup-

port system at your races? 

I’d say the biggest support 
system is the team and that 
they’re all racing with me. I 
think it’s really comforting to 
get ready, nervous, and excit-
ed together as one team. It’s 
very grounding because you 
know you’re not going crazy 
when you’re like “I’m really 
nervous!” Sometimes skiers 
from other teams next to you, 
depending on your opponents, 
will talk to you and say “Oh 
my god I’m so nervous,” and 
you’re like “Oh my god me 
too!” It’s really nice to hear 
that you’re not the only one. 

What are you practicing 
in practice?

Because of the limited snow, 
usually we do a mix of en-
durance, strength, and speed 
workouts to get us trained for 
races. We also work on the 
fundamentals of skiing like 
weight transfer, getting com-
fortable gliding on one ski, 
and balance. 

What are your goals for 
the rest of the winter?

I guess my goal is to be a 
good team member. I want 
to continue to strengthen the 
team bond that we have right 
now because it is what has 
kept me on the Nordic team. 

What’s your spirit ani-
mal?

I’ve never really thought 
about it, I think two years ago 
I would have said a raven. 

Are you competing at any 
more races? 

We have the Nepsac race. 

We don’t compete against 
Phillips Exeter Academy be-
cause they don’t have a ski 
team, but the league does have 
a final race, which is fun.

 
How does the weather af-

fect your skiing? 

For the most part not much, 
we can’t race if there’s not 
enough snow but because of 
the storm this week we should 
be fine [at Nepsac]. There 
have been races when it has 
been disgustingly cold out and 
there have been other races 
where I’ve skied in a T-shirt

Do you have any Coaches 
in particular that have real-
ly helped your skiing and the 
love of the sport?

I of course have to thank my 
coaches back home because 
they got me skiing in the first 
place, but I’d also like to thank 
K-Rob, [Keith Robinson], the 
head coach [at Andover] for 
keeping me skiing here. He’s 
just a really great coach and 
Biology teacher. 

VICTORIA DARLING

Athlete of the Week
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Nikita Muromcew ’21 is particu-
larly excited to race at the Nepsac 
Championships.

NORDIC

Co-Captain Eli Newell ’20 “is the Embodiment of Non Sibi”

Despite the lack of snow-
fall this season, Co-Captain 
Eli Newell ’20 has still been 
able to embrace his love for 
nature as a member of the 
Nordic Skiing team. 

According to Newell, his 
love for Nordic stems from 
his appreciation for the out-
doors and the community of 
skiers, both from Andover 
and other schools. 

Newell said, “I love being 
outside and I like going fast, 
and you can do both of those 
things on skis. I love the 

sport. Also, I love the group 
of people who do the sport. 
That’s one of my favorite 
things about our races: [the 
fact that] all the schools [al-
ways compete] in every race, 
because a lot of us are friends 
with a lot of folks on their 
teams, and it’s nice to see ev-
eryone.”

Newell grew up in Lincoln, 
Mass. where he began Nordic 
in the sixth grade. Since join-
ing Andover Nordic his Ju-
nior year, Newell has been a 
devoted member of the team 
and was elected by his team-
mates to serve as Co-Captain 
as an Upper.

As a captain, Newell hopes 
to instill in his teammates the 
same passion he has for the 
sport.

Newell said, “I hope to 
bring love of Nordic Skiing 
for the sport itself. Often it’s 
used as just cross-training 
for another sport, and I’d like 
people to recognize its inher-
ent value and how much fun 
it is. I want everyone to be as 
excited about it as I am.”

When there is not enough 
snow to ski, some members 
of the Nordic team, including 
Newell, use roller skis, which 
have wheels on the bottom 
and can be used on pavement. 

Christina Li ’21 said, “Eli is 
extremely passionate about 

Nordic Skiing. I’ve seen him 
roller skiing by himself out-
side of practice when there’s 
no snow, which is a lot of the 
time, and his hard work and 
dedication definitely pays 
off. He’s consistently one of 
our top skiers and his strong 
placements at races helps the 
team be successful.”

Newell’s energy and en-
thusiasm inspires the team 
for practice each day, accord-
ing to Co-Captain Neil Thor-
ley ’19 and Li.

Thorley said, “Eli is one of 
the most enthusiastic people 
I’ve ever met about skiing 
and just really about every-
thing else in life. He is always 
looking to bring out the best 
in our skiers. He’s a fun-lov-
ing guy, he loves to ski, and 
he’s a really fantastic leader 
to have on the team.”

Li said, “Eli’s always ready 
to go at the start of prac-
tice. Even when the rest of 
us aren’t really feeling it, his 
boundless energy is infec-
tious and instantly cheers us 
up, getting us excited for the 
workout we’re about to do.”

According to Posie Millett 
’20 and Head Coach Keith 
Robinson ’94, Newell is a 
caring leader who strives to 
connect with all of his team-
mates and create a friendly 
atmosphere within the team. 

Millet wrote in an email to 
The Phillipian, “Eli is such a 
supportive captain, and you 
can tell that he makes an ef-
fort to make everyone on the 
team feel included and val-
ued. He is always ready to 
engage in conversation and is 
such a welcoming presence. 
Especially with some of the 
newer people on the team, 
Eli was really the first to 
reach out; [he] helps to make 
our team into a cohesive 
and pretty tight-knit group, 
which is important since 
we’re a fairly small team. He 
is very kind and genuine per-
son, which I admire a lot.”

Robinson said, “Eli’s real-
ly good too about reaching 
out and getting to know ev-
erybody, saying ‘hi’ to every-
one, and being super friend-
ly, [from] the kids that are on 
the racing squad every week 
to the kids that are just learn-
ing to ski and maybe haven’t 
been racing. He treats every-
body the same.” 

According to Li and Rob-
inson, Newell’s selflessness 
and willingness to help oth-
ers make him an exceptional-
ly strong captain.

Li said, “Eli is so whole-
some. He’s the embodiment 
of Non Sibi. He always goes 
out of his way to help oth-
ers, especially the newer ski-

ers on the team. He’s always 
happy to give helpful tips, 
whether it be showing them 
how to wax skis or demon-
strating proper skate skiing 
technique.”

Robinson said, “He is the 
kind of kid that will [be] in 
the wax room afterwards 
just helping people wax their 
skis after his are done or 
pick[ing] up after practice if 
there are boots flying around. 
He’ll just dive in and do that 
selflessly.”

Newell hopes that Ando-
ver Nordic gains credibility 
on campus since he believes 
that it is such a competitive 
and cohesive team.

Newell said, “Sometimes 
I feel like we have to fight 
for legitimacy a little bit, 
especially in a year like this 
where there’s not that much 
snow on campus, it’s not that 
visible what we’re doing; we 
show up I think more times 
on the Eighth Page than in 
the Sports section [of The 
Phillipian]. But I love the 
team, I love the coaches, and 
I think probably one thing 
that I’ve learned is we can 
still have a really competitive 
close-knit team, even in this 
rigorous boarding school set-
ting.”

Co-Captain Feature

LILLIE COOPER

Co-Captain Eli Newell ’20 makes 
an effort to get to know every 
member of the Nordic team.
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Co-Captain Neil Thorley ’19 Brings 
12 Years of Nordic Racing Experience

With thirteen years of nor-
dic skiing experience and 
twelve years of racing ex-
perience, Co-Captain Neil 
Thorley ’19 joined the Nordic 
team upon entering Andover 
as a new Lower. 

Thorley followed in his 
parents’ footsteps as recre-
ational Nordic skiers in col-
lege.

Thorley said, “I started 
when I was 6 years old, my 
parents have both skied rec-
reationally in college, their 
whole friend group was re-
ally into it, so they pick[ed] 
it up there. When I was six 
my sister and I joined a local 
club in upstate New York and 
I skied for them until eighth 
grade when I moved to Ver-
mont and skied for a couple 
teams there.”

Thorley learned valuable 
leadership skills from the 
team’s captain his Lower 
year, especially regarding in-
tegrating skiers of all differ-
ent backgrounds and experi-
ence levels. 

Thorley said, “I was a new 
Lower and the Captain my 
Lower year, Aditya [Krish-
namachar ’17], really was a 
role model for me because I 
was already a good skier but 
I wasn’t necessarily a good 
leader at that point and just 
watching him and how he 
handled the team and made a 
good balance trying to get ev-
eryone faster and make sure 
everyone was having a really 
good time is something I’ve 
tried to emulate.”

Thorley’s depth of nordic 
experience makes him an ex-

emplary captain because his 
teammates can learn from his 
skills as a skier to improve 
their own abilities, according 
to Head Coach Keith Robin-
son and Co-Captain Eli New-
ell ’20. 

Robinson said,“He loves 
the sport. He’s a hard work-
er, willing to work hard, and 
he grew up in that culture of 
Nordic and so for him he’s 
very aware of the big picture, 
but I don’t have to worry 
about him in terms of getting 
ready for a race, in terms of 
getting to the start line, or 
making sure that he’s going 
to get his work in, I know that 
he’s going to be out there do-
ing it, leading by example. He 
knows how to prepare him-
self as an athlete and he just 
does it without complaining 
and without prodding.”

Newell added, “I first met 
Neil in 2015. I was at a Nor-
dic ski camp in the summer 
of 2015 and he was my coun-
selor and even from that first 
time meeting him, it’s pretty 
exciting to be around him. 
He’s really excited about the 
sport and takes it very seri-
ously and it makes everyone 
else want to do the same. He 
clearly loves skiing and loves 

the team and that definitely 
shows so it makes everyone 
want to emulate that. I think 
he and I [work] together re-
ally well. We have a lot of 
fun together with the warm 
up, switching things around 
every once in a while, and 
leading people through that. 
I like him a lot and I have a 
lot of respect for him.”

During races, Thorley al-
ways races seriously and 
with integrity, once again 
setting an example for the 
rest of the team, according to 
Newell and Robinson. 

Newell said, “I think any-
body watching him com-
pete will be very impressed. 
He races really hard, and he 
leaves it all on the snow. Both 
in terms of preparation for 
races and the race itself, Neil 
is a really good leader on the 
team because he makes sure 
everyone is preparing well in 
practice and during the race 
he shows how a good skier 
should race.”

Robinson continued, “If 
we go to a race he’ll go out 
and pre-ski the course, he’ll 
do the race, and he’ll go out 
there and ski around some 
more after to take advantage 
of that. I think it’s that sort 

of thing that just rubs off on 
people, you see it done well 
on someone who is doing re-
ally high up in the league and 
it gives you the sense of, ok, I 
can see what it takes to get to 
that level.”

Upon reflecting on his 
nordic experience at Ando-
ver, Thorley remarks on how 
the wide range of skills the 
team accumulates results in a 
strong team dynamic because 
everyone works together and 
strives towards a commons 
goal. 

Thorley said, “Probably 
my favorite thing about be-
ing a part of Andover Nordic 
is that there’s a really great 
team dynamic going on and 
it’s a really big family, we all 
have a lot of fun at practice. 
We’re all there to have fun 
and get faster and have a good 
time. There’s a whole range 
of experience, from people 
like me who have been ski-
ing pretty much their entire 
life to people who have nev-
er skied at all before coming 
to Andover. It’s a really great 
opportunity for everyone to 
learn and have a good time 
together.”

Co-Captain Feature

PHOEBE BICKS

Co-Captain Neil Thorley ’19 met 
fellow Co-Captain Eli Newell ’20 
at Nordic Ski camp in the summer 
of 2015.
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“The Heart of the Nordic Program”: 
Head Coach Keith Robinson ’94 Comes Full Circle 

After injuring himself run-
ning Cross Country as a student 
at Andover, Head Coach Robin-
son ’94 joined the Nordic team 
as a low-impact way to cross-
train. Robinson soon developed 
a love for the close-knit dynamic 
fostered by his Andover team. 
When he returned to Andover 
as a Teaching Fellow, he began 
coaching, and since then has 
tried to impart on his skiers the 
lifelong nature of Nordic as a 

sport. 
Robinson said, “I love to in-

troduce kids to a sport that is 
somewhat unique and is some-
thing they can do for their life… 
The other main goal I have is to 
just put kids in a situation where 
they can do the best they can, 
whatever that means for them. 
For some of them, it’s moving 
up into the top 10 in the league 
or top 5. For some of them, it’s 
making it through a race with-
out falling on a downhill, and 
that will change from year to 
year for each of them as they 
get better. It’s really just to put 
them in a situation where they 
can succeed and to help them 
improve.”

According to Co-Captain 
Neil Thorley ’19, Robinson is the 
foundation of the Andover Nor-
dic program.

Thorley said, “You can see 
that he’s really the heart of the 
Nordic program here. I’m not 
sure we could have what we 
have without him. The amount 
of grooming or helping us prep 
skis, getting us transport to 
races, which are usually hours 
away—he devotes a lot of time 
and energy to the team, and it 
really shows. We are incredibly 

grateful for the energy he puts 
in.”

According to Robinson, one 
of his favorite parts about the 
sport, both as a student and 
coach, has been the close-knit 
team dynamic. 

“[When I skied at Andover,] 
I liked the team aspect of it. It 
was a small team – still is. It was 
co-ed. We spent a lot of time in a 
van together going to races and it 
was just a really cool team-spirit 
kind of deal because everybody 
was together the whole time,” 
said Robinson.

Robinson builds that same 
team rapport by making an ef-
fort to develop genuine relation-
ships with the students on the 
team outside of the sport, ac-
cording to Posie Millett ’20 and 
Co-Captain Eli Newell ’20.

“He’s a very caring person, 
and knowing that he genuinely 
cares about how I’m doing and 
how I can improve – even how 
things outside are affecting my 
performance – knowing that he 
actually cares about that moti-
vates me to do better,” said Mil-
lett.

Newell said, “He’s really 
knowledgeable about what our 
lives look like outside of practice 

and racing, too, that can inform 
his decisions about our practice 
plan and make sure that we are 
preparing ourselves to race as 
best we can.”

As a coach, Robinson is spe-
cific and purposeful in his feed-
back helping new and veteran 
skiers alike to improve, accord-
ing to Millett. 

“Since it’s a pretty small team, 
he’s able to give individual focus 
to each person, which really 
helped me to improve in my first 
year… He will only make com-
ments if he sees you doing some-
thing specifically wrong and 
they will always be something 
very specific that you can fix 
right away. He’s very technically 
focused. He works from the bot-
tom-up, so he’ll make sure that 
your technique is down before 
you start working on speed and 
really make sure that you have 
a good base and foundation, be-
fore you start working up to get-
ting faster,” said Millett.

According to Robinson, he 
tries to balance fun and work on 
the time by bringing his sense of 
humor to practice. 

“I really like his sense of hu-
mor. He has a bunch of really 
good jokes up his sleeve. He is 

very witty, which is part of what 
makes practice so fun,” said 
Newell.

Although coaching an out-
door sport during the winter 
comes with difficulties, Rob-
inson appreciates being able 
to spend time outside during a 
time when almost all other ath-
letics are indoors. 

“It is the mentality of being 
one of the only sports that’s out-
side in the winter. It’s twenty de-
grees and everyone is like, ‘Oh, 
it’s too cold to go outside,’ and 
I’m like, ‘Oh, put on your gloves 
and hats. We’re going outside’... 
There’s not a lot of snow out 
there, so it’s been a pretty crum-
my season weather-wise for us, 
but the team has had a good 
spirit the whole time,” said Rob-
inson.

He added, “There’s no snow 
sometimes; what are you going 
to do about it? I just try to keep 
practice fun and light and keep 
people in a good mood. They 
will put in the work that they 
need to put in, and you trust that, 
and I think everybody comes out 
ahead that way. I much prefer 
chatting and joking around with 
the team, and hopefully they do, 
as well.” 

ABBY RYAN

Head Coach Feature
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Head Coach Keith Robinson ’94 
enjoys practicing outside, even 
with difficult weather conditions.

NORDIC

Aki Charland

Nordic has been really fun and something I look 
forward to each winter. The coaches are awesome and 
work really hard to help us train. The Captains, Neil 
Thorley [’19] and Eli Newell [’20], do a great job lead-
ing us through workouts and making sure we have a 
lot of fun while we’re at it. 
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Cecelia Egler

I joined the Nordic team last year having never cross 
country skied before, and it was one of the best deci-
sions I’ve made here. Learning how to ski is a clumsy 
process (or at least it was for me) but my teammates 
and coaches were all so helpful and supportive, and I 
immediately felt like a part of the team. Now It’s great 
to see how quickly new team members are able to pick 
up technique and start competing. 

Campbell Munn
I think that with Nordic, a lot of our races are partic-
ularly far away, and we’ve been driving in the rally 
wagons for my two years on the team. To occupy those 
two, sometimes three hour drives, we play a lot of 
music. I think that the music on the Nordic team has 
become a very integral part of us bonding, because 
whoever gets the aux is not beholden to their own mu-
sic taste, but rather take requests, and everyone can 
see what everyone else is listening to and get a sense of 
who they are beyond a teammate. 

Will Zinterhofer

The best part of Nordic was being outside at 
a time of year where people at Andover have 
schedules where they go to class when it’s dark 
and come out of sports and it’s still dark. It’s an 
absolute treat to be able to ski every now and then 
when most people are cooped up inside, it puts me 
in a really good mood.

Hugo Solomon

Though many might not know a lot about the 
team (or acknowledge its existence), Nordic is 
truly a family. Even though this has been my 
first season skiing, people were more than willing 
to help me catch up and support me along the 
way, even when it would take me half an hour to 
make it up an especially difficult hill. The sport 
itself has been incredibly hard to learn, and even 
harder to race, but the people on the team have 
made it all worth the effort. 

Neil Thorley

I’ve made a lot of really great friends through 
Nordic, and I really love the close team dynamic we 
have. There are a whole range of experience levels 
on the team: some skiers have been doing it for 
years, others have never skied before coming here, 
but we’re all there to get better and have a good 
time.

P.SANKAR/THE PHILLIPIAN
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CAPTAIN PIZZA
Mediterranean Foods

978-975-1230

733 Turnpike St.
North Andover

Any sandwich, chips, and 
A 12 ounce soda for

$8.95

$18.99 FOR 2 PIZZAS
Special:

UPCOMING EVENTS

Natasha 
Muromcew ’22
[At Casino Night] we can 
all come together and 
hang out without feeling 
stressed out. The vibes are 
really fun, spicy really, and 
I think it’s also super chill. 
I kind of wanted to go for 
a more “hello, scandalous” 
outfit. Tonight is definitely 
the night to try something 
a little out of the comfort 
zone.

Hannah 
Dastgheib ’22
I came for the vibe to-
night. I came for the op-
portunity to socialize with 
friends and to have a fun 
night. It brings everyone 
together to so we can 
have a good time. I am 
going pretty basic to-
night. I thought it would 
be exciting to get a little 
bougie tonight.

Nick 
Demetroulakos 
’19
I took my Facebook profile 
picture at Casino Night with 
my proctor Lower Year; it is 
still my profile picture. I used 
my fashionably artistic eye to 
really throw everything togeth-
er. Not a lot of time, effort, or 
thought went into this.

Tyler 
Murphy ’19
Casino Night has been 
my favorite event ba-
sically every year since 
[Junior] year. There was 
no doubt that I would be 
back again. [My outfit 
inspiration was] probably 
some Senior my [Junior] 
year. I knew I always 
wanted to be a Senior 
with a fur coat.

Karin 
Ulanovsky ’20
I like gambling, especially 
because I don’t know the 
rules of any of the games. 
I don’t ever go for the 
safer bets; I just put it 
down, and then they’re 
like, ‘Oh you didn’t get 
the money,’ and then I 
laugh and I go to the next 
one. But I always make 
the least safe bets be-
cause I’m crazy.

Natalie 
Chen ’22 and 
Kiera Suh ’22
We have never been 
to Casino Night so we 
thought it would be really 
fun to see what every-
thing was. A lot of the 
upperclassmen told us it 
was fun. Crazy Rich Asians 
[inspired us]! We saw it 
was Oscar themed, and 
so we were like, “We’ll go 
and do it!”

Sydney 
Morris ’22
I think [Casino Night] is 
going to be a really fun 
school-wide event where I 
can hang out with friends 
and have some fun! [My 
favorite thing so far is] 
gambling because I’ve 
never done it before, and 
I like trying something 
new.

Adaeze 
Izuegbunam 
’20
I come every year. I am always of 
the mentality that even if I’m not 
super excited about the event, 
maybe I’ll regret one day down 
the road not going. This year, my 
friends all decided to coordinate 
wearing red; the guys are wear-
ing red ties, another friend of 
mine is wearing a red dress. So 
it’s really fun. I really like getting 
ready for things, let alone the 
actual dress.
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Reporting by Staff

Student Voice Recital
Friday at 7:00 p.m., a student voice recital featuring Chloe 
Webster ’19 and Henry Crater ’20 will be hosted in Tim-
ken Room. 

Dance Open 2019
Dance Open will be held at 8 :00 p.m. on Friday, 6:30 p.m. 
on Saturday, and 2:00 p.m. on Sunday in the Steinbach 
Theatre. Tickets are for sale for $5. 

Class Production “Chinglish”
The Chinese-622 class is performing the play “Chinglish” 
this Friday and Saturday from 5:15-6:15 p.m. in the The-
atre Classroom.

Addison Gallery of American Art: New Exhibition 
This Saturday in the Addison, the new exhibition “In and 
Out of Place” will be open to public. 

Chamber Music Society Performance
This Saturday at 6:30 p.m., small chamber ensembles will 
perform a variety of pieces in the Timken Room.

Black Arts Regional Dance
At 8:00 p.m. this Saturday, the Black Arts Regional Dance, 
with students from 24 schools, will be held in Borden 
Gym. The entrance fee is $3 and student ID is required.

Academy Concert Bands Performance
This Sunday, the Academy Concert Bands will perform in 
Cochran Chapel at 3:00 p.m. 

Blue & Silver
Next Saturday, February 23, the winter semi-formal dance 
Blue & Silver will take place after Andover-Exeter Day. 

Q
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Faculty Jazz Concert 

Features Diverse 
Repertoire and 

Original Composition

In the silence that followed 
the series of short notes, the 
abrupt end of “Cabbage Adage” 
earned several murmurs of ex-
citement and appreciation from 
the audience, as the performers 
shared satisfied smiles among 
themselves. The piece was com-
posed by Robert Baughman, Ad-
junct Instructor in Music. 

“I was playing around with 
the word ‘cabbage’ and thinking, 
‘could I make some music out of 
this?’... I took the word ‘adage,’ 
and it makes a nice little two-bar 
phrase that you’ll hear Mr. Cicco 
play on the guitar,” said Baugh-
man during the concert in his in-
troduction to the piece. 

The Faculty Jazz Concert took 
place last Saturday in the Timken 
Room of Graves Hall, featuring 
seven Andover music instructors. 
Performers collectively chose a 
seven-piece repertoire that rep-
resented a variety of different 
interests. 

“Pretty much each person in 
the group chooses something 
that they’d like to play, so it be-
comes an eclectic mix of music, 
because everybody has all kinds 
of different ideas of what they 
enjoy playing. I picked a couple 
of them, and the last one, ‘Funjii 
Mama,’ is one that I really like, 
and of course my song that I 
wrote,” said Baughman. 

The introduction of “To Wis-
dom the Prize” by Larry Willis 
featured crisp taps between the 
two drumsticks mixed with the 
heavier beat of the drum. Playing 
alongside the brass instruments, 
Bertram Lehmann, Adjunct In-
structor in Music, fit his drum-
ming to the particular jazz pieces. 

“In jazz, [drumming] is very 
different. The swing feel of jazz is 
sort of like an open-ended thing, 

and you expect it to constantly 
change...What keeps the band to-
gether and what blends with the 
bass is that cymbal…[The drum] 
complements what else is going 
on. [As a drummer] you have to 
be very alert to what’s going on 
with the tune and the harmony,” 
said Lehmann.

To enhance the pieces, Leh-
mann used a variety of different 
drumsticks, creating sharper taps 
with the standard wooden drum-
stick and a sizzling noise with an-
other drumstick that resembled a 
miniature broom, which was es-
pecially highlighted in the piece 
“Infant Eyes” by Wayne Shorter.

“Sometimes, because of the 
way those rhythms speak on the 
drumset in this room, I change 
the drumstick just for a different 
color...You can create a texture, 
almost like a string instrument,” 
said Lehmann.

The improvisation part of jazz 
could potentially pose a chal-
lenge for band members to play 
in synchronization, but often 
adds a unique twist to the music, 
according to Lehmann. 

“It’s a surprise every time 
you hear an improvisation. It’s 
a unique thing. They’ve impro-
vised many times, but not that 
particular way, and not that par-
ticular content. A really enjoyable 
part of the music is the surprise 
that the improvisation brings,” 
said Lehmann.

Audience member Peike Wu 
’22 expressed that although he is 
not very familiar with the genre, 
he also enjoyed the improvisa-
tions in the music. 

“I’ve never listened to jazz be-
fore, and I really found it inter-
esting how each player had his 
own solo time. There was just a 
unique groove to jazz, and it was 
special,” said audience member 
Peike Wu ’22.

EMILY HUANG

Guest Violin Concert Features Full 
Program of Work by Female Composers 

With a poised stroke of her 
bow, Gabriella Diaz sent a 
drawn-out note reverberating 
through the room, setting the 
sinister tone for “Nocturne” 
by Kaija Saariaho. A mix of 
dissonant pitches and abrupt 
pauses contributed to the ee-
rie atmosphere. 

The Guest Violin Recital 
featuring Diaz took place this 
past Sunday afternoon in the 
Timken Room of Graves Hall. 
While most of the program 
was solo pieces, several were 
accompanied by Diaz’s moth-
er, Betty Anne Diaz, on the 
piano. 

Although the pieces ranged 
from the 19th century to mod-
ern day compositions, the 
common theme was that all 
of the pieces had female com-
posers. 

“I teach at Wellesley Col-
lege, which is is an all-wom-
en’s college. Over the years 
there, you’re surrounded by a 
really wonderful sense of the 
power of women,” said Diaz. 

Diaz aimed to incorporate 
this concept of female power 
into her performance, despite 
the fact that she had rarely 
played pieces by female com-
posers before. 

She got the idea of creating 
this program after assigning 
pieces by female composers 
to her students.

“I got to thinking, ‘How 
many female composers, 
number one, can I think of in 
my brain, and for how many 
have I actually played their 
music?’ And I realized that’s 
a pitifully small number. So 
I just started doing research. 
I thought, ‘Who are the great 
female composers of the 19th 
century, and before, and then 
also our current day?’” said 

Diaz. 
As part of the performance, 

Diaz and her mother told the 
stories of the composers. For 
example, one composer men-
tioned was Lili Boulanger, 
who was considered one of 
the most influential musi-
cians of the 20th century. 
Diaz hoped to introduce new 
composers to the audience 
through her concert. 

“One of my favorite things 
is playing a program like this 
and people saying, ‘Oh, I had 
never heard of that composer 
before, but now I’m going to 
go look up her music on You-
Tube.’ And that to me is the 
most exciting part, because if 
one person decides to go lis-
ten to Lili Boulanger’s music, 
then that feels super exciting 
to me,” said Diaz.

Audience member Alisa 
Crueger-Cain ’20 said that she 
appreciated how the concert 
focused on female composers, 

and that the concert piqued 
her interest in the composers 
whose work was featured. 

“I thought it was so cool 
that her program was cen-
tered around female compos-
ers, and also that she told us 
about their stories. Now I just 
want to go research them all. I 
love that,” said Crueger-Cain. 

According to Diaz, one 
challenge was ordering the 
program so that the pieces 
would complement each oth-
er. 

“In the programming some-
times you want to make sure 
that pieces kind of flow nice-
ly, and that it makes sense as a 
program. So, you know, start-
ing with a piece that sets the 
tone for the rest of the recital, 
and ending with something 
that’s really fun and flashy,” 
said Diaz. 

DANIELA VALESQUEZ
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Diaz hopes that the audience will take away an apprecitation for the music 
of the female composers introduced in her concert. 

Students Win Gold Keys in the Scholastic Art and Writing Awards
REPORTING BY ALANA YANG

The Scholastic Arts & Writing Awards celebrate the development of a personal voice and technical skill through art or literature, according 
to the the contest website, artsandwriting.org. Participants whose work best embodies these characteristics are awarded several distinctions 

within each category in their region, with the highest being the Gold Key.

This past week, several students were awarded the Gold Key award in the Massachusetts Writing Region. Andie Pinga ’19 was also one of five 
students in the state of Massachusetts nominated for the American Voices & Visions Award, the highest overall regional honor awarded during 

the competition.

Emma Brown ’19: “For Kids Who 
Hide,” Personal Essay & Memoir

Katherine Wang ’21: “Straightify,” 
Personal Essay & Memoir 

Sophia Hlavaty ’21: “I Watched the Death 
of Titans,” Personal Essay & Memoir

Gayatri Rajan ’22: “Attention Brokers: 
Advertisements and Privacy,” Critical 
Essay; “Unraveling My Family’s Gen-

William Leggat ’20: “Ghost Bike,” 
Short Story

Hannah Kim ’20: “The Sound of Water,” 
Poetry

Andie Pinga ’19: “Hiding From Statues,” 
Personal Essay & Memoir

[‘For Kids Who Hide’] is all based on experiences with abuse. 
I detailed in the piece: ‘You’ve got to figure out what times 
of day are for hiding, and which for apologies.’ I know 
very much [from] my own experiences how it is to be 
scared and live in that place. And through my years of 
dealing with PTSD, I found that something that’s really 

important to me is to write, because that helps me put the 
narrative back into a more workable place. I feel that in giving 

a voice to those who perhaps don’t have that ability, I can finally 
use my life for something other than fear.

I wrote about my experiences being a queer 
person here at Andover, and how that changes 
when I’m home and how I deal with the conflict 
between being home with my family versus being 
here. I was telling my friends and my house 
counselor that I have to ‘straightify’ my room for 
Family Weekend, and so I was telling my English 
teacher about this and he was like, ‘You have to 
write a paper about that.’

I decided to participate just because I thought 
it was a great opportunity and wanted to try 
it out. One of my poems was ‘The Sound of 
Water.’ That one was based on a memory of my 
childhood. For both of the poems [I submitted], 
they both had a lot to do with my identity, for 
example, my identity as an Asian American.

I had this piece, ‘Ghost Bike,’ that I’d written for my final 
last term. I thought that I’d submit it, along with a couple 
other pieces, and see where the chips fell. Plot-wise, 
it’s about a recovering alcoholic who relapses and hits 
someone with his car, but I think the core of the piece, 

and what a lot of my work deals with, is the ways in 
which we choose to work through our past — we can 
face it and take the pain, or we can run from it and turn 
that pain on others.

Editor’s Note: William Leggat ’20 is a 
Managing Editor for The Phillipian. 

My piece was inspired by an English prompt by my 
teacher, [Patrick] Rielly, [Instructor in English]. He 
wanted us to write about our hometown. I expanded 
on that prompt [and I] more focused on family ties, 
and so [the piece] ‘I Watched the Death of Titans’ 
is a reminder, in a sense, of the deadly fragility of 
human power and I wanted, throughout the piece, to 
question what true power is and where true power lies 
ultimately in family dynamics.

[‘Hiding From Statues’] was an essay that I wrote about 
my relationship with religion and how, coming from a 
Filipino family, it played a really big part of our everyday 
lives. [It discusses] how religion was so ingrained in my 
family life, but also my own relationship [with religion] 
and its ideas, morals, and ideals. It was me trying to con-
nect the two and navigate that territory.
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My [critical essay was] about how targeted ads 
use your data. [I wrote it] because I’m really 
into computer science, so it was really inter-
esting to research that. My [memoir], ‘Un-
raveling My Family’s Generational Passion,’ 
is about how women in three generations of 
my family have crocheted, how I learned how 
to crochet, and how I taught my grandmother to 
crochet.

S.ALSHAIBA/THE PHILLIPIAN
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Dance Open Aims to Celebrate Student 
Experience, Diversity, and Culture

Red fluorescent lights illumi-
nated the dark stage, spotlighting 
six Fusion members standing in 
formation with their head bowed. 
The music accented the dancers’ 
quick, sharp movements as they 
began their routine, which in-
corporated elements of Afro-Ca-
ribbean and Latin dance. Fusion, 
along with many other groups and 
solo dancers, will be performing 
in this term’s Dance Open, which 
will take place on Friday, Satur-
day, and Sunday. 

Dance Open strives to show-
case a variety of dance styles, 
including Afro-Caribbean, tap, 
hip-hop, and K-pop. According 
to Keely Aouga ’19, one of the Co-
Heads of Fusion, Dance Open is 
an opportunity to bring a part of 
their culture to campus through 
dance. 

“Fusion is like my family and 
to be able to bring a part of my 
culture to a predominantly white 
campus is really important to me. 
Especially because this month is 
Black History month and… we 
tend to talk about American Black 
people, this [dance] includes a dif-
ferent part of the Black diaspora. 
It’s important to show there’s 
more than one narrative and we 
do it through dance,” said Aouga. 

Students were also able to 
explore new types of dance and 
challenge themselves to choreo-

graph pieces to novel styles. Ac-
cording to Michelle Zhao ’19, who 
choreographed a dance to K-pop 
group BTS’ “House of Cards,” the 
experience allowed her to venture 
into new territory, both as a chore-
ographer and dancer.

“I wanted to try experiment-
ing with [K-pop] and see what I 
could come up with. When I cho-
reograph something, I pay a lot of 
attention to the accents in the mu-
sic and the rhythm of the lyrics. A 
lot of my choreo has a lot of detail 
and small movements that don’t 
fit with the beat of the music but 
they fit with the beat of the sing-
ers singing or the tempo of lyrics,” 
said Zhao. 

For a few students, this year’s 
Dance Open is their last chance 
to share their passion for and 
growth in dance at Andover. For 
her fourth and final Dance Open, 
Emily Jackson ’19 is a performer 
in Footnotes’ tap-dance routine, 
as well as in a duet with Michelle 
Jeon ’19, performances that she 
hopes will commemorate her 
four-year tenure in the dance de-
partment at Andover.

“For four years I’ve been par-
ticipating in Dance Open with 
Footnotes and I’ve been choreo-
graphing as well. A lot of it is ac-
tually a lot of nostalgia, because I 
keep thinking about when I was a 
[Junior] choreographing my first 
piece and the excitement that was 
in it, but also the stress. So I’ve 
been just really trying to enjoy the 
process because it’s my last,” said 

Jackson.
Although this is only her sec-

ond Dance Open, Uanne Chang 
’20 has taken on the role of di-
rector of Dance Open, organizing 
rehearsals and performance order 
and overseeing the entire produc-
tion. As a dancer herself, Chang 
also gave specific critiques to 
dancers to improve their routines. 

“The most challenging part for 
me was having to give all the feed-
back, because by nature I’m not 
super critical, and sometimes I 
find it difficult to give feedback to 
styles of dance that I’m not famil-
iar with like hip-hop, tap, or cul-
tural dances, but there are certain 
things that as a dancer I can still 
see, like formations or levels of en-
ergy, so in that regard I was able to 
help the groups,” Chang added.

According to Judith Wombell, 
Instructor of Theatre and Dance, 
Dance Open allows students to 
balance dance with the other rig-
ors of Andover life. Wombwell 
believes these student-run pro-
ductions also encourage growth 
and passion within dancers by 
showing entirely student-choreo-
graphed and organized dance per-
formances.

“When kids come here and 
have a passion for dance but are 
caught up with other things like a 
sport, events like Dance Open are 
a wonderful opportunity for danc-
ers to showcase what they love 
while not having to make a huge 
term or year long commitment,” 
said Wombwell.

IRENE KWON &
ALEX PARK
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This year’s Dance Open is directed by Uanne Chang ’20 (pictured above) 
and features dance styles of different cultural backgrounds.

Synopsis
Unlike most book characters whom we 
love, the main character in this novel, 
Ignatius J. Reilly, is not meant to be re-
latable, admired or idolized. Reilly is an 
ex-professor of Middle Age History and 
Philosophy who was fired because he re-
fused to grade his students’ papers and 
spends his time dreaming of a life in a 
feudal system. He abuses his poor Catho-
lic mother — expecting her to provide for 
him — and strives to best his ex-girlfriend 
Myrna Minkoff. He condemns American 
consumerism but finds himself drawn to it 
and its conveniences. 
Sprinkled in the book are also a variety of 
wealthy and equally interesting characters, 
from Darlene, a stripper with a cockatoo, 
to Angelo Mancuso, a hopeless police of-
ficer who finds himself frozen and locked 
in a public bathroom. However, this novel’s 
plot is very much driven by Reilly as he is 
forced to leave his work on his “magnum 

Thank you for checking out this book review 
column!  Our names are Best and Mudmee. 

We hope you’ll find this book review helpful, 
and maybe even decide to pick the book up.

By Best Chantanapongvanij and Mudmee Sereeyothin
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and rich descriptions. Paul Beatty’s The 
Sellout is another book that manages to 
closely match this level of commentary 
and humor. Also, while this book may 
first seem to be overflowing with vari-
ous arcs and subplots, they all eventu-
ally converge in the best ways possible. 
As you read about Ignatius’s job-hop-
ping, Officer Mancuso’s poor misad-
ventures, elderly Miss Trixie’s hoarding 
problem, and the rest of the entourage, 
you will start to smell, see, hear and 
breathe Toole’s New Orleans. 
No matter how many times I pick up 
this novel to reread, I always find my-
self laughing at the most egotistical and 
conspicuous book character of all time. 

Verdict
It would be hard to find a book funnier 
than this one or a character more de-
testable than Reilly. Great book for your 

“The Confederacy of Dunces”
 by John Kennedy Toole

T.CONRARDY/THE PHILLIPIAN

Rating: 10/10

opus,” focused the philosophy of life, 
to find a real job. From his short stint 
as a hot dog vendor to his time as an 
employee at a pants-making company, 
we have the privilege to see Reilly’s hu-
morous and thought-provoking take on 
New Orleans and American consumer-
ism. 

Review
When the words American classics pop 
up, most people think of books like 
“The Great Gatsby,” The “Grapes of 
Wrath,” or “The Adventures of Huck-
leberry Finn;” introspective books that 
characterize, challenge, and depict 
American life and culture. A book that 
we think epitomizes this, but is not really 
mentioned along these titles is “A Con-
federacy of Dunces.” In his novel, Toole 
manages to offer a poignant critique on 
New Orleans, the US, and the cultural 
attitudes of that time through incredi-
bly unique characters, witty dialogue, 

Look of the Week: 
Bianca Rodriguez Pagano ’21 Combines Strict Color 
Schemes with Unique Outerwear

Sporting a maroon varsity 
jacket with bright white let-
tering and a shoe with wings 
stitched to the back, Bianca 
Rodriguez Pagano ’21 pairs her 
bold outerwear with light blue 
jeans and white sneakers. 

“I stick to some pretty basic 
color schemes, usually like red 
and burgundy and white, just 
because they go together so 
well. I definitely incorporate 
a kind of strict color scheme, 
just to keep it very uniform,” 
said Rodriguez Pagano.

According to Rodriguez 
Pagano, she first started to 
pay attention to her outfits in 
middle school, drawing inspi-
ration from her mother and 
sisters, and from social media. 

“When I was really little, I 
was a tomboy, so I would wear 
graphic t-shirts from J. Crew, 
and jeans, and I would refuse 
to wear dresses and skirts. I 
think as soon as I got into sev-
enth or eighth grade, or maybe 
it’s when I got an Instagram, I 
just started realizing how cute 
things could look and how I 
could incorporate my creativ-
ity into it,” said Rodriguez Pa-
gano.

Rodriguez Pagano also 
draws inspiration from Blake 
Lively and Gigi Hadid, two 
of her favorite celebrities. 

She really admires how they 
transform simple outfits with 
eye-catching details such as a 
pair of sunglasses or statement 
jewelry.

“They’re able to combine 
something modern with sim-
ple elegance, which is some-
thing I really like, especially if 
you’re able to make a very ba-
sic [outfit] a little more stylish 
by adding something little to it 
like a pair of sunglasses or ear-
rings that are a little unique, 
so details. It’s all about the de-
tails,” said Rodriguez Pagano.

Rodriguez Pagano’s favorite 
item to style in an outfit is a 
hoodie, jacket, or some form of 
outerwear with little details, 

such as colorful logos or inter-
esting zippers. Though Rodri-
guez Pagano has a wide assort-
ment of hoodies and jackets in 
her closet, one of her favorite 
articles of clothing is her bur-
gundy and navy varsity jacket. 

“I think she uses style to 
express herself and her real-
ly bubbly, fun personality … 
She has so many cute hoodies. 
Also, her style is really friendly 
and experimental, like we have 
this tan jacket that we found at 
a thrift store and both paid for, 
and we will switch off wearing 
it like every few weeks, which 
is so fun,” said Ava Ratcliff ’21, 
a friend of Rodriguez Pagano.
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S.BAHNASY/THE PHILLIPIAN
Bianca Rodriguez Pagano ’21 primarily incorporates red, maroon, and 
white into her everyday fashion.

S.BAHNASY/THE PHILLIPIAN

Rodriguez Pagano’s closet is filled with distinctive outerwear, such as the 
maroon varsity jacket pictured above.

“Ignatius, what’s all this trash on the floor?”

“That is my worldview that you see. It still must 
be incorporated into a whole, so be careful where 

you step.” 
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